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EDITORIAL

NEW RULES AND OLD RISKS
I suspect that most of you are already fed up with
organisations banging on about the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) that became effective in law from 25 May
2018. However, for the record, because the Airship Heritage
Trust (AHT) maintains a database of our members’ names and
addresses the GDPR does apply to us. But, because the
personal data we hold is only processed for the purpose of
sending out the Journal and other AHT communications and
will never be passed on to another party for an unrelated
purpose, the AHT Council have concluded, from their reading
of the new GDPR rules, that there is no need to contact every
member asking if they consent to AHT holding their data.
The fact that AHT has received subscriptions means
that we have entered into a ‘contract’ with our members to
supply this Journal and the situation thus appears to be covered
by at least one of the six valid lawful bases available for
organisations to legitimately hold and process members’ data.
Again, just for the record, the lawful bases are:
(a) Consent: the individual has given clear consent for the
organisation to process their personal data for a specific
purpose. (Consent can be oral; it does not have to be in writing
provided that a written record of the agreement is kept.)
(b) Contract: the processing is necessary for a contract that
the organisation has with the individual, or because they have
asked the organisation to take specific steps before entering
into a contract.
(c) Legal obligation: the processing is necessary for the
organisation to comply with the law (not including contractual
obligations).
(d) Vital interests: the processing is necessary to protect
someone’s life.
(e) Public task: the processing is necessary for the
organisation to perform a task in the public interest or for the
organisation’s official functions, and the task or function has a
clear basis in law.
(f) Legitimate interests: the processing is necessary for the
organisation’s legitimate interests or the legitimate interests of
a third party unless there is a good reason to protect the
individual’s personal data which overrides those legitimate
interests.
So members should be aware that their data is ‘safe’ and
anyone who seeks further assurance or wishes to discuss the
matter is asked to contact the AHT Membership Secretary (see
contact details on page 2 of this issue.)
Moving on now to the content of this issue of Dirigible,
if you haven’t already guessed from the front cover then you
may be surprised to find that in this issue we have continued
the theme started in our last one. You will see that we have
unearthed a whole lot more half-finished, weird and wonderful
suggestions for helping to solve the intractable difficulties that
are inherent in creating a useful, fully dirigible, lighter-than-air
flying machine.
Moreover, the harder we looked, the more experiments
we found; far more than we can possibly fit into one copy of
Dirigible. So some of them are going to have to wait for future
issues. But they range from the mundane to the far-sighted and
the number and diversity of them plus the fact that many are
still unresolved today reinforces our belief that airship
evolution still has a long way to go.
A good example of the range and diversity of topics can
be found in the centre pages (p 22) where we have attempted to
identify and briefly describe most (but probably not all) of the
experiments that were in progress when the ill-fated (and much
maligned) prototype R101c set out for India in 1930.

AHT 2018 AGM
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the
Airship Heritage Trust 2018 will be held at 14:00 on

Saturday, 9th June 2018
in the Village Hall in Cardington, Bedfordshire.
Followed by a talk by

Bryan Lawton
Entitled

THE R101 AIRSHIP DISASTER AND
THE BROKEN ELEVATOR CABLE
Refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) will be provided so
put the date in your diary and bring a friend!
With hindsight, trialling multiple different ideas at the
same time, some of which could possibly interact with each
other, was asking for trouble. But then, we have to see this
against the fact that R100 had successfully flown to Canada a
few months beforehand on only its 8th flight even though it too
was a test bed for many novel or only partially tested ideas.
It is inconceivable today that any half-tested prototype
aircraft would set off to cross the Atlantic Ocean on its 8th
flight. As Nevil Shute Norway later wrote to R100 designer
Barnes Wallis: “Considered purely from the technical aspect, it
was not prudent for either airship to attempt a long flight at
that stage of development. We did it, and got away with it.”
Indeed they did! And had they not taken such a huge
risk we today would not know that such epic flights were even
possible. And they were not the only ones. Human civilisation
only exists as it does now because our forebears took risks. But
history is a harsh judge. Succeed, and you are a hero worthy of
a medal and a statue; fail and you are soon forgotten as an
irresponsible idiot who should never have started and who
ended up putting other people’s lives at risk. Hurrrumph!
Which leaves me wondering if, in the long run, all
today’s rules and health and safety regulations, established for
all the right reasons, may actually deter young folk from taking
any risks at all. Dare I suggest this may be a bad thing. After
all: “… in no case has man fully anticipated the development
of his own inventions or fully realised their significance …”
(Flight magazine, 4th May 1916 – see article on p14).

GILES CAMPLIN – EDITOR

AVAILABLE NOW FROM AHT
Airship Navigator by E.A. Johnston
(pub. 1994)
“The most authoritative and comprehensive analysis which
has ever been assembled and a major contribution to
airship history …” Former AHT president, Sir Peter Masefield

Price £14.99 (inc. p&p)
Contact : Alastair Lawson
6 Green Lane, Ellington, Cambs. PE28 0AZ
Cheques payable to: The Airship Heritage Trust

Or order online via AHT website and PayPal
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TECHNICAL SECTION

HMA R36 ENGINES – Part 2
by Kent O’Grady with research assistance by Brian Turpin.
©2017 by Kent O’Grady.

… … CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE … …
Starboard Maybach also Removed – Wolseley-Maybach Replacements
The Weekly Reports for Pulham Air Station reveal that the port Maybach was replaced and ready for
testing by April 16th.[17] These tests (in the Pulham shed) were satisfactorily completed by April 23rd. It is
surprising to learn from these reports that a decision was made to replace the starboard Maybach as well, but
the reasons for this were not specified.[18] The traditional presumption has been that the Maybach
performance was superior to the Sunbeam Cossacks, but these findings call that assessment into question,
especially given that both Maybachs had to be replaced completely before the fourth flight, whereas the
Sunbeams were all retained.[19] Yet despite the headaches experienced, R36 officers and engineers remained
pleased with the Maybach make. Retention of the same nacelles and weight savings also made keeping them
preferable. In fact, Pritchard found the contrast between the Maybach and the Cossack (when the former was
working properly) “striking” and he believed that many improvements could be incorporated into the
Cossack design as a result of analyzing the Maybach’s. The appealing features included air-cooled exhaust,
a more compact car, vertical engine positioning, and the radiator placed at the very front of the car. The two
replacement Maybachs were not secured from L71, because the decision had been made to recondition her
to a flightworthy status to make the government offer of naval airships free to any commercial operator
more attractive. This would have been accomplished using existing Maybach spares. In the case of R36, the
replacement engines that were utilized on all remaining flights were British built Wolseley-Maybachs.[20]
airships, be made easily detachable and interchangeable. He
noted the Royal Airship Works had thoroughly outfitted and
tested engines before installation with R37 and endorsed
continuation of their practice.[21]

Photo from the Tom Keys collection showing the R36 control
car, passenger car and outboard starboard Sunbeam Cossack
nacelle. Note rigid ladder providing access to the engine car,
the three rigid suspension struts and the retracted radiator

Sunbeam Radiators
By comparison, the radiators on the Cossacks were
positioned above the car and were retractable. They also
constituted a source of parasitic drag despite the honeycomb
structure. One issue with the Sunbeam wing car radiators was
that the mounting for them was attached to both the hull and
the car. This was a design flaw, given that there was variable
motion between the two. In consequence, after delivery to
Pulham these two Sunbeam cars were modified so that the
mounting was attached to the engine car only, free of the hull.
Major J. E. M. Pritchard, the Officer-in-Charge of airship
flying trials, reported the cowls employed over these same two
radiators were weak and threatened to come loose during the
first trial. This was serious given the probability of fouling the
propellers. He recommended the employment of stronger
cowls or elimination of them entirely. Other recommendations
he made included smaller propellers for the Sunbeams, along
with the acquisition of spare propellers for the Maybachs.
Finally, he urged that the engine cars for R36, and all future
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Petrol Tanks
Reference was made in Trial Flight of HMA R.36. 2nd3rd April, 1921 From Inchinnan to Pulham. Machinery Report
to the presence of petrol tanks at frames 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13,
and 14. Fuel tanks were typically placed one on each side of
the keel walkway and this would suggest the presence of 16
fuel tanks. However, there is at least one known photo which
appeared in Engineering showing two fuel tanks at an
unknown frame on one side of the walkway, and a ballast bag
on the opposite side.[22] Thus, the precise layout of the fuel
tanks remains somewhat tentative. The forward Maybachs
were situated at transverse frame 4, the Sunbeam wing cars at
transverse frame 9, and the rear inline Sunbeam at frame 14.
No references have yet been found to the location of reserve
fuel tanks nor any tanks aft of frame 14, although they may
have existed. There are written references to fuel tanks 11/1
and 11/3, which is indicative of the existence of tanks 11/2 and
11/4. Based upon this, it appears tanks were distributed in
groups of either two or four at the transverse main rings
indicated. This also means there were definitely more than 16
fuel tanks, but the total quantity currently remains speculation.
The service tanks operated satisfactorily during a 2hour trial before departure to Pulham. However, due to too
much clearance in the spindle guide bush, the floats were
removed before this transfer flight and the guide re-bushed.
Insufficient clearance appears to have become a new issue, but
the officer in charge of reporting on the engines and fuel tanks
felt this matter would be easily resolved.[23]
Petrol was transferred via air pressure hand pumps. All
lines were used during the flight to Pulham without issue. The
engine air pressure system maintained 0.3515 kgf/cm² (5 lbs.
per sq. inch) throughout. The air-pressure feed petrol system
was later removed and replaced with gravity tanks above each
engine car.[24] This lowered fuel consumption from 61.4 litres

(13.5 Imperial gallons) to 53.6 litres (11.8 Imperial gallons)
per hour at 1,400 rpm on a long flight. It was also easier to
prevent the overflow of the gravity tanks in each car with fuel
stoppage by automatic valves. This helped eliminate the smell
of petrol in the keel which could penetrate into the passenger
car.
When R36 was en-route to Pulham she assumed an
upward angle of about 10 degrees for a time, during which the
amidships cars ran short of fuel. These engines were fed from
tanks 11/1 and 11/3, fixed aft of the passenger car. In
consequence, petrol was thereafter only acquired from tanks
9/1 and 9/2, placed over the amidships cars. The Sunbeam
cars’ petrol service tanks were not used during this flight; the
carburetors being fed direct from the main tanks in the keel.
The nine Dewrance brand petrol depth gauges were
deemed unreliable because the springs were found to have
corroded.[25] Replacements were ordered by Beardmore’s and
sent to Pulham. Too much water and dirt made its way into the
carburetors, so the coarse gauze was replaced with a finer
gauze in the petrol filters in the amidships and aft cars. Several
automatic float valves on the main petrol tanks were tested
during refueling after arrival at Pulham. In each case petrol
overflowed. These were fitted to cut off the petrol supply when
a tank was nearly full. During tests at Beardmore’s, the valves
successfully cut off the main supply to prevent excess pressure
but they were now found to be not quite tight enough.
Attendants were to be reminded that the float valve was a
precautionary item and not to be depended upon as the normal
signal to cease refueling. Some concerns were expressed
regarding leakage observed during refueling at the Pulham
mast, sufficient to warrant further investigation. No further
documentation on the matter appears to have survived. 560
gallons of petrol were consumed during the flight from
Inchinnan to Pulham.[26]
The petrol consumption of the Cossacks was deemed
too high, at roughly 0.7 lbs. per B.H.P. hour. It was believed
this could be improved through carburettor adjustments, but
Pritchard implied a new engine would have to be developed to
approach the efficiency of the German Bayern engine which
had a petrol consumption of only 0.43 lbs. per B.H.P. He noted
the range of R36 would increase by over one-third if this
objective was attained, with obvious benefit to commercial
applications.[27]
R36 Engines: Inaccurate Public Perception Then and Now
Despite deficiencies, public reviews of the Sunbeam
Cossack performance at the time were favourable, stressing
power but typically ignoring the significant weight and fuel
consumption issues. The founding editor of The Aeroplane,
Charles C. Grey, was perhaps in a state of denial when writing
on this matter. He may also have been trying to put a positive
spin upon a realization that maybe the Maybachs produced by
Britain’s former enemy might prove better as compared to the
British engines (he would not yet have been aware of the
German Maybach replacement with British MaybachWolseleys at the time when his thoughts were published). His
statement illustrates:
“… it is well to recall the fact that the latest of our airships,
R.36, is fitted with three Sunbeam-Coatalen “Cossack” engines, the
latest editions of those which drove the R.34 across the Atlantic and
back, the three “Cossacks” in question being fitted presumably in order
to spur the two German Maybach engines which are also fitted to R.36
[28]
to a proper spirit of emulation.”

Although the Maybachs from L71 proved to be duds,
Pritchard’s views would have instead “spurred” Sunbeam “to a
proper spirit of emulation” of the replacement Wolseley-

Maybachs, and German Maybachs in general, had a private
commercial airship service commenced in 1921.
Today, most airship researchers are convinced the
German Maybachs used on R36 performed better than the
Sunbeams, but this proves to be an oversimplification and
certainly a presumption which the evidence does not bear out.
It will be seen in other chapters that a number of aspects of
R36 design have been misunderstood in a similar fashion
because, in the absence of accessible data on the British
models, assumptions have been made that details can simply be
extrapolated from L48 and L49, which is not always the case.
Where operational characteristics are inferred from the German
antecedents, it is far better to state that the details are being
inferred and subject to revision should solid data be secured
from British sources later.
One further corrective note pertains to the third flight of
R36, often referred to as the “Air Ministry” flight due to the
presence of Air Ministry officials on board. When attachment
points to two stabilizers failed during a speed trial, causing the
respective control surfaces to become inoperative, the airship
commenced a dive of approximately 550 metres (about 1,800
ft.) in 45 seconds. A number of recent accounts make reference
to the engines being “shut down” immediately to help stop the
dive. For those less familiar with engines, the proper sequence
of events is to “ease down” the engines, and this is what was
done. A quick termination of engine operation would cause
damage. Instead, the engines were eased down, run at low rpm
and the propellers could be disengaged. Low speed operation
was later resumed to get the damaged airship back to Pulham
safely. The highly misunderstood events of this flight will be
clarified in another chapter.

Port Sunbeam Cossack III engine nacelle of HMA R36. This
nacelle was manufactured by Vickers on contract for
Beardmore’s. Note the partially extracted radiator, ladder into
the hull, and multiplicity of nacelle suspension cables to
supplement the three rigid suspension struts (two of which are
visible). Also note the radiator support struts no longer rigidly
attached to both the hull and car, as this was found to be a
design flaw. The tops of the radiator struts do appear to rest
upon wires. This is another example of detail which appears in
photographs but not in surviving plans of the airships

Sunbeam Cossack and Maybach Airship Engine
Development Ceases in Britain
Sunbeam ceased development work upon the Cossack
after the destruction of R38 in August of 1921, although they
remained in a position to assist either the government or any
private developer if a decision had of been taken to complete
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R37 or any return R36 to flight status. By 1924 the Air
Ministry decided to refurbish R36, but then reversed the
decision before Sunbeam acquired any further substantive
work or contracts. In 1925 the complete port mid-ship wing
power car from “an R36 class airship” was featured with its
375 hp. Sunbeam Cossack at the British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley. It is unclear whether it was retrieved from the R36
or R37. The Air Ministry set up private press viewings for this
engine, including for reporters from Flight. These reporters
found airships woefully under represented at the event, save for
this R35 class engine display which they found of much
interest.[29]
Sunbeam, located at Blakenhall in Wolverhampton,
Staffordshire, struggled through the 1920’s. It had not been
paid for considerable amounts of work it conducted during
WWI and went bankrupt by 1934. Some of the manufacturing
facilities remain today and, having being recognized for their
heritage value, are being restored and repurposed for other
uses. Although different models of Maybach engines would
continue to be used by the Germans in subsequent Zeppelins,
they would not be used again in British rigid airships.
Conclusions
Most documents pertaining to the engines of R36 were
prepared to report on the testing, inspections, performance and
repairs conducted during or just after her first three flights. A

review of extant materials for later flights, such as the flight
log, do not reveal anything significant, suggesting the engines
settled down to reasonable operational standards. But these
engines, be they the Sunbeam Cossacks or the Maybachs, were
not without significant developmental issues. They did
generate respectable power to give R36 a top attained speed of
about 105 km/h (65 mph), somewhat above the minimum
requirement to meet what was deemed required for commercial
service standards of the day. The Sunbeams were designed
specifically for airship operations, but remained heavier than
desirable. Conversely, the Maybach engines were smaller,
lighter, and held promise. They were, however, intended for
high altitude operations and could not be run at full power
below 1,800 m (5,900 feet). In practice, the two Maybachs
from L71 were not trouble free, did not live up to expectation
and had to be removed after three flights. However, trial
officers found them promising enough to replace them with
two British Wolseley-Maybachs, built to the same
specifications. In sum, despite teething issues and the need for
Maybach replacements, surviving documentation suggests the
five engines of R36 ultimately delivered in terms of power and
they probably would have provided long term reliability. More
fuel efficient, lighter engines would be sought for later
airships, but R36 would not remain in service, as hoped, to test
or benefit from such improvements. ♣
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AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH AT THE DANIEL
GUGGENHEIM AIRSHIP INSTITUTE
By T. H. Troller
Reprinted from The Daniel Guggenheim Airship Forum Report - July 25-26, 1935

This description of research in progress at the present time is to serve as an introduction to the
inspection of the Institute following this session. The main aerodynamic test stands of the Institute are the
vertical wind tunnel and the whirling arm. The tests in progress can be considered as characteristic for the
two main problems of aerodynamic research on airships: the determination and, if possible, reduction of
airship drag on the one hand; and the investigation of the aerodynamic force distribution for stress analysis
and stability computation on the other hand.
It is not always feasible to use wind tunnel models of
the complete ship to measure the drag, since in the scaleddown model the interference between various parts can be
considerably different from that in the full-size arrangement.
Then it becomes necessary to test parts of the ship in
sufficiently large size in the wind tunnel and to provide flow
conditions as close as possible to the true flight conditions.
The various scoops and hoods in the ship’s cover, for
air intake and outlet, for example, are submerged in the
boundary layer of the main hull. This boundary layer is
relatively thicker in the model than in full size. As might be
expected, wind tunnel tests give a much lower resistance on
such scoops and hoods than the full-size tests. The hoods
covering the gas valves along the upper gangway of the Akron
were tested in the California Institute of Technology
Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratories wind tunnel as a scaletrue addition on a 1/75 scale model of the Akron, at a Reynolds
number,
. The drag shown in these tests is
only 0.28 of the drag determined in flight by means of pressure
and velocity distribution measurements. The flight tests are
necessarily cumbersome and, in particular, it is almost
impossible to develop systematically improved forms by such
a procedure. We therefore built up a dummy wall in the wind
tunnel, representing the outside cover of an airship, and
suspended in this wall various forms of scoops in the same
position they would have relative to the outside of an airship.
The scoops or outlets are rigidly connected to a small
surrounding piece of the surface fitting flush into the wall and
this surface piece is suspended on balances permitting the
measurement of the drag. The scoop opening is connected
through the rear of the wall to a waterlock, which makes a
frictionless movement of the suspended air duct possible. From
the waterlock the duct leads to an orifice for the measurement
of the delivery and then to a blower which permits adjusting
the pressure in the chamber immediately behind the scoop and
thereby, of course, also the delivery. The pressure built up by
the scoop is measured in a suitable manner near the opening in
the dummy wall. With the values for drag, delivery, built-up
pressure, and wind tunnel velocity established, we know all
aerodynamic characteristics of the scoop. We define as
efficiency

where Q is delivery; Δp is built-up pressure between free air
and immediately inside wall; D is drag (after deduction of tare
drag, correction for impulse and pressure in suspended duct);
v is velocity of free air;

Some typical forms tested and the test results are shown
in Figures 1, 2, and 3.1)

~
SKETCHES SHOWING EFFECTS OF IMPROVEMENTS
ON CONVENTIONAL SCOOP
(DIMENSIONS IN METERS)

SKETCH OF RECESS TYPE INTAKE
Figure1.
1) For more complete report see paper by F. Rokus and Th. Troller, which will
appear in a forthcoming issue of the Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences.
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between straight and curved flight. The test results should
prove valuable, particularly as far as forces on fins are
concerned.
No direct measurement of the resultant forces has been
made so far. However, a six-component balance has been
developed, which will permit the measurement of forces not
only during steady curvilinear movement through calm air, but
also of rapidly changing forces. This is done in order to
provide for tests on models passing through artificial gusts,
which we intend to produce by means of a vertical upward
current through a section of the curvilinear path of the model.
The balance is shown in Figure 4 and schematically in
Figure 5. Forces are recorded on glass cylinders by means of
diamond points which follow the elongation of six pairs of
wires. These wires connect a support inside of the model to a
bracket at the end of the whirling arm. This balance will be
entirely enclosed by the model hull. For the six force
components, six diamonds are provided, which are all arranged
along one generatrix of the glass cylinder, together with two
diamonds acted on by a magneto for marking the time as the
cylinder, driven by an electric motor, revolves at the rate of
about 1/30000 per second [sic]. All six wire extensions are
recorded as distances parallel to the cylinder axis from the zero
position, by means of suitable lever systems bridging the
suspension wires in the direction of the force components and
then changing the movement to the direction of the desired
diamond movement. The records on the glass cylinder must
then be measured under the microscope, as customary in the
case of diamond scratching instruments.
It is expected that the tests in curvilinear flight and in
flight through gusts will improve our understanding of some
basic facts on which the design of airships depends.

On the whirling arm we are proceeding with tests on the
pressure distribution on airships in curved flight. A preliminary
report by M. Long and A. Katz on this work, added as an
appendix to this paper, shows characteristic differences
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DISCUSSION:
Commander Rosendahl: What other investigations have been
made at the Guggenheim Airship Institute?
Dr. Troller: I wish to refer to the recent publication of the
Institute. The origin of dynamic lift of airships was the
subject of one paper. Another report gave test results on
the forces an airship might experience in ground handling.
It was known from practical experience that an airship
exposed to a cross-wind close to the ground would be
subject to an upward force. Previous wind tunnel tests,
however, had given a negative lift, or a downward force.
Our tests showed a marked dependence of this force on
the Reynolds number. At low Reynolds number, the force
is a positive lift. In a critical range of Re the force
changes to a downward direction, while above this
critical range it is again directed upward. Thus the tests
cleared up the discrepancy between previous experiments
and practical knowledge.
Dr. Lewis: We have been honored this afternoon by the
presence of Mr. Litchfield. …
Mr. Litchfield: I have just returned from a round-the-world trip,
in which my chief interest was, of course, rubber.
However, I was extremely interested also in observing
the present attitude toward airships in foreign countries.
In the Netherlands and in Australia, in particular, much
interest is felt in airship transportation. The progress of
the Germans in the South American flights has focused
the attention of both Brazilian and German governments
on airships. A hangar is being built in South America by
the Brazilian government, while in Germany a new
hangar is also being constructed with government
backing. This, it is hoped, will become the lighter-thanair center of Europe. The new ship has been delayed
considerably, and will probably be out about Christmas.

Figure 4. Six-component balance, to be housed inside airship model on whirling arm. The pitch angle will be set by turning the outer part of
the arm. which is seen on the right. The yaw angle is set by turning the model against the cage around the instrument, which is shown with
one side removed. The suspension wires run between this cage and the bracket on the end of the arm, which also carries the glass
cylinder, shown in the center of the picture.

The plans are to start building another immediately, the
German government is backing the project. British and
Dutch commercial interests are watching these
proceedings closely, as both countries would like to

operate airships rather than airplanes over the long route
to the East Indies and Australia. Thus, the outlook is
very optimistic.
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Dr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Litchfield. … In closing, I wish to
thank the Guggenheim Airship Institute for calling this
forum at this time. Many problems have been presented.
At least they are seen clearly … The meeting is adjourned.

Figure 5. Diagrammatical sketch of six-component balance.
L1, L2, R - lift (rolling moment) suspension wires resp. diamond traces.
S1, S2 - side force suspension wires.
D - drag force suspension wires.
T - time markers.
CW - counter-weights.

APPENDIX
By M. Long and A. Katz:
If r is the local model radius and p the pressure
measured, the transverse force for unit pressure at a given
crosssection is

When ω is close to 180°, the arm supporting the model
is close to the row of pressure tubes. After plotting the axial
pressure distribution curves, it was observed that with the
exception of several points very close to the arm, the points fell
on smooth curves.

Figure 6. Computed and experimental transverse forces (arm rotating
44.7 r. p. m., 45.6 m/sec., 0° pitch, 1° yaw).

The pressure distribution in this region was then determined
for a slower speed (20 r.p.m.), after which a smaller, tapered
arm section was substituted. The diameter of the thinner arm at
the hull was 1 5/16 inches, as against 2 ¼ inches of the support
for high speeds. Figure 7 is a picture showing the small tapered
arm installed.

where
v is model velocity at the center of
volume; and vs is the average swirl velocity. This integral was
evaluated graphically for different cross-sections along the axis
of the ship, taking the values of p/qo from the curves of axial
pressure distribution first plotted. A curve was then plotted,
showing the variation of the transverse force along the axis of
the ship. For comparison there is also plotted a curve which has
been computed from Munk’s equation 2) (Figure 6).

where l’ is the distance from the center of volume;
S is the cross-sectional area of the hull at the distance l’
from the center of volume;
ϕ is the yaw angle;
k2 and kl are the coefficients of additional mass of air
transversely and longitudinally;
k’ is the ratio of the apparent moment of inertia to the
moment of inertia of the displaced air;
R is the turning radius at the center of volume
It is believed that part of the difference between the two
curves is due to the effect of the polygonal form on the
distribution of the pressures at the respective orifices. This
effect is to be investigated in the near future.
2) Munk, Max M.: The Aerodynamic Forces on Airship Hulls. N. A. C. A. T. R.
No. 184, 1924.
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Figure 7. Whirling arm model and small tapered arm, as viewed from
the front.

A comparison was made of the pressure distribution at
20 r.p.m. with the small arm section and the large arm section
attached. The larger arm showed more interference with the
pressure distribution at 20 r.p.m. than at 45 r.p.m. With the
small arm installed, the pressure distribution curves were very
similar to those obtained with the larger arm at high speed.
Since the transverse forces on the central portion of the hull are
relatively unimportant, it was felt that the interference of the
arms was not large enough to warrant other checks. These tests
were carried out under the supervision of Dr. Theodor Troller,
whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. ♣

THE BEEDLE AIRSHIP
by Kent O'Grady

Beedle’s Machine

Captain William Beedle was born June 24th 1886 at Mowbray, Cape Town, in South Africa. By the
early 1900s he lived in London where he built an airship similar to those of his contemporary, Stanley
Spencer. Beedle’s airship incorporated one major innovation, however, which gave his ship greater
potential. It was provided with a pivoting or swivelling propeller, a device that would immensely improve
airship handling. Regrettably, other flaws in Beedle’s design meant his airship turned out to be a failure.
Nevertheless, the South African’s efforts were covered in the technical press.[1] Although the concept of a
propeller to aid lift had been suggested and even tried before, such propellers had always been placed in a
fixed position facing downwards. No thought had been given to the benefit of being able to alter the
direction of thrust by varying the angle of the prop.[2] It was Beedle who would first try out what we now
call vectored thrust. In this way he should be remembered in the history of the airship.
Beedle applied for a patent for this novel steering and
control system, and was granted patent number 15,139 of
1903.[3] A model was built to demonstrate his theories. These
tests proved to be a success and an airship capable of carrying
two men was then built. This ship was tested at Alexandra
Palace on November 3, 1903.[4] Sources of information conflict
as to how successful these trials were. Some contemporary
magazines reported that good results were obtained while most
books detailing airship history regard the experiment as a
failure.[5] The lack of information about the Beedle airship
tends to imply that nothing noteworthy was achieved. In any
case it is known that the flight was a brief one. Further flights
were to be made in April of 1904, but it is not known if they
took place.
Beedle lacked the funds to continue his work very far
into 1904. He therefore kept all parts of his ship in storage
hoping that a future opportunity to improve on it or rebuild it
might arise. A major drawback of the airship was its poor
lifting ability, the envelope being of too small a volume.
During this time he did manage to reduce the weight of the car
frame from 390 kg to 354 kg (860 to 780 lb.). After two years
he took the parts of the ship with him to Cardiff in Wales and it
was here that he met with another British airship pioneer, E.T.
Willows.[6] Beedle’s contribution to Willows’ effort was
positive. Willows would take the swivel propeller concept and
refine it so that it would become standard equipment on many
airships.[7] Unfortunately, lack of funds was a persistent
problem plaguing not only Beedle, but also Willows and the
British Army airship programme. Without the funds, new ideas
could not be tested.
Until 1908 Beedle stayed in Cardiff helping Willows
with his projects. Together they completed car frames for nonrigid airships that were purchased by the Government Balloon
Factory at Farnborough. One of these airship cars was to be
used for the Army airship Baby.[8] This would have been at
least somewhat pleasing to Captain Beedle, since he felt that

airships were more suited to military than to civil usage. In the
end however, it was decided to build an entirely new car for
Baby and the Beedle car was scrapped. After 1908 Beedle did
not collaborate with Willows but he did go on to contribute in
the development of propellers for aeroplanes and marine
craft.[9] He made no further efforts at airship development.
Two propellers were situated on the framework of the
Beedle airship, one forward and one aft. The rear propeller was
the larger of the two, measuring 4.26 metres (14 feet) in
diameter and running at 300 rpm. It was a fixed propeller used
solely for propulsion. The forward propeller was smaller with a
diameter of 2.4 metres (8 ft) and running at 250 rpm. It was
mounted on a tubular steel carriage. This carriage was then
mounted on a pivot attached to the forward part of the frame.
Thus the pilot could deflect the propeller 180 degrees,
providing vertical and horizontal control. Both propellers were
driven by a single 15 horsepower Blake engine. The framework
itself was built of cold drawn steel and was 15.2 metres in
length (50 ft) with an initial weight of 390 kg (860 lb.). It was
triangular in section and had a rope basket for two men situated
within.[10]
It was felt that since the swivelling prop would be
capable of control in any direction, rudders and elevators were
redundant. Beedle clearly stated he felt an airship was better
off without them and their removal would reduce drag.[11]
However, it was demonstrated that the absence of fins leads to
instability, thus stabilizers cannot be truly dispensed with. The
swivel propeller is an excellent complement to, but not a
replacement for, control surfaces. It appears Beedle’s airship
suffered as a result, as it had neither fins nor control surfaces.
Beedle’s airship was to be capable of rising into the air
without relying on static lift. The swivel prop pointed
downwards was intended to provide more lift than it could
actually deliver and be able to bring the airship down whilst
flying light without having to valve any gas. It was hoped that
ballast could be dispensed with. Captain Beedle’s theories
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were in many ways correct, but how much of this he was able
to demonstrate in test flying is unknown. He also felt the
swivel prop would allow him to turn the ship around in its own
length, not an unreasonable supposition and something which
the current Zeppelin NT airship can do using a stern-point
variable thrust propeller which operates on the same principles
established by Beedle.[12]
The only other source that gives any additional data is
Jane’s Pocket Book of Airships.[13] It states that Beedle’s ship
contained forward and aft ballonets that could have air
regulated between them for altitude/angle control of the
airship. It also states that the ship had a sliding weight and
movable plane for elevator control. It may be that Ventry and
Kolesnik confused Beedle’s airship with a different one. While
the data regarding the ballonets would seem reasonable,
contemporary sources state there was no ballonet. I have
sincere doubts the ship ever had a movable plane or a sliding
weight, since this would really be defeating the purpose Beedle
was trying to achieve. Moreover, the detailed photo of the car
frame found in The Aeronautical Journal of April 1904 does
not reveal any such sliding weight. McKinty’s book The
Father of British Airships: A Biography of E. T. Willows only
refers to the fact that other airship builders had used sliding
weights and control surfaces.[14] The wording implies Beedle
did not use them and I suspect that either Mr. Kolesnik or Lord
Ventry misread what McKinty actually stated.
It is believed a test flight was attempted at Crystal
Palace on November 3, 1903 but that it was not successful. No
details have been located, save that a brief flight was made.
The absence of information is surprising, especially given the
relatively detailed coverage his work was given in the technical
press. Beedle’s work inspired and greatly benefitted Ernest
Willows and it pointed the way to improved control of airships.
Beedle’s success was limited, however, and it would seem his
decision to go with a smaller envelope, resulting in concurrent
less lift, was at the heart of the failure. His belief was that the
vectored propeller and reduced envelope weight would
compensate for the reduced static lift. Unfortunately, this was
not the case and it can be surmised that lack of funds prevented
him from fabricating a larger envelope.
This report is a summation of all the information I have
been able to locate on the Beedle airship. It is hoped that it will
prompt anyone who has more information on Captain Beedle
or his airship to share it with readers of Dirigible. ♣

Specifications
non-rigid [15]
hydrogen
28.34 metres (93 ft) [16]
4.9 metres (16 ft)
736 m3 (26,000 cu. ft.)
increased to 793 m3 (28,000 cu. ft)
Power:
28 h.p.
Engines:
1 Blake (of Kew Gardens)
(15 hp automobile engine)
Propeller diameter:
4.27 m (14 ft)
(Steering prop 2.43 m or 8 ft diameter)
Car length:
15.2 m (50 ft)
Car weight
390 kg (860 lb)
later reduced to 354 kg (780 lb)

Type:
Lifting gas:
Length:
Beam:
Volume:

Some Sources of Notes on Beedle’s Airship
•

The Deseret News - Google News Archive Search
(http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=336&dat=19010
921&id=U79PAAAAIBAJ&sjid=zVMDAAAAIBAJ&pg
=2491,465570) – (Transcription below)

“The latest to announce the perfectly steerable aerostat is
William Beedle, a British rival to the Frenchmen, Dumont and
Roze, who claims to have “reached high water mark in aerial
navigation to date.” This may seem like a rather mixed metaphor,
like that of the man who “smelled a rat and saw him floating in
the air;” but , at all events, Mr. Beedle’s model works well and has
within it, he says, the promise of an airship 100 feet long and 16
feet beam, to be untearable and noncollapsible, as he does not
intend to follow Dumont’s example and necessitate a possible
rescue by firemen from the roof of a skyscraping hotel. His
steering fan is at the front; Dumont’s was in the rear, and while
the driving power of his motor is increased the weight is less than
that of any now in use. The only trouble with the Beedle airship
is that it has not been tried except as a model; and several better
known aeronauts have gone farther than that without actually
running the risk of being hoist by their own petards notably
Professor Langley of the Smithsonian Institution and Hiram
Maxim, the gun man.”
•
•
•

Scientific American, Vol. 90. April 16, 1904
Aeronautical Journal (1) Vol. 8 (1904) No.30
Automotor Journal Vol. 8 (1903) No.45 (7 Nov)
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Navigation of the air gives promise of bringing about in the not far-distant years great changes in our
lives. The last twelvemonth or more has brought this fact more clearly into relief than ever before. There
were a few in the near past who pictured in aircraft the vehicles of the future - our commerce would be
transported by air; we would travel, near or far, for business or pleasure, by the same method; the military
aspect would, of course, also develop prodigiously. It was a fantastic dream - at least, so they were told by
the majority, who only saw in the aeroplane and airship dangerous, albeit wonderful, inventions having
little, if any, practical value. Now, however, in view of the extraordinarily rapid progress aviation has made
and the vast amount of knowledge as regards its application which this terrible war has taught us, we can ask
ourselves the question, “Is the time so far distant when the above ‘dream’ of general development will really
and truly be realised?” There are still many - in fact, the majority - who will say “It will never come,” but
they are wrong. The science and application of aviation is going to develop to immense proportions, as has
been the case with shipping and railways. At some not very distant date aerial navigation will be of equal
importance as the existing means of transport, by land and sea, if indeed it does not supplant these means
altogether in some respects. This especially applies in the case of undeveloped countries where railways and
roads are few and far between. Whether the airship or the aeroplane will take the more prominent part is
perhaps, open to argument, and although it is our opinion that the former will develop into a vessel of as
much importance as the latter, for the moment this is a matter outside the question under consideration. It
can be assumed with certainty, however, that the airship is not going to be out of it altogether.
It is almost impossible to anticipate the design of the
future aeroplane, for this involves so many problems outside
the scope of this article. We may certainly predict, however,
that the future aeroplane will be much larger and far more
powerful than it is to-day. With the airship, however, the
problem of anticipating its future character is somewhat more
simple. It will, in all probability, be in nearly every case of the
rigid type, and will in general construction follow the forms
well known to-day, but on a much larger scale, and with more
powerful and efficient engines. The general streamline form,
approaching even to-day to great perfection, will probably be
modified but slightly, whilst great improvement will be made
in the construction, and in the use of an entirely weather-proof
covering. It is in connection with the airship, therefore, we
propose to put forward most of our suggestions. Inasmuch as
the purpose of this article is not to prophesy the future design
of dirigibles, it must be taken for granted that the airship has
developed along the lines indicated. The main proposition is:What changes will be required to meet this swift growth of
aerial navigation, or what adjustment will be needed of the
present conditions, and what modifications will it produce on
economic life in various countries? Just as this war means not
only political but also social reorganisation of Europe, even so
the rapid development of flying from the theoretical and
experimental stages to the practical application for commerce,
transport, and war must revolutionise the present economic
conditions.
Imagine thousands of these aerial liners, tramps, &c, in
being; imagine their huge, elongated bodies soaring in the air,
casting shadows on all parts of the globe; carrying merchandise
and passengers. This is not a vain imagining, for such will
assuredly be the condition of a not distant tomorrow. What will
be the principal need of this huge aerial fleet? The problem

will be: Where and how to house these huge airships, that like
the largest liners will still be somewhat frail craft needing a
careful handling and some permanent protection from storms,
gales, &c. The present-day sheds for airships, however
ingenious - and the war has brought them to a state of great
perfection - are still far from being a satisfactory solution of
this problem. Obviously, in the future the larger and evergrowing fleet of airships would demand larger and still larger
and increasingly numerous steel sheds. Eventually the erection
of such permanent sheds, strong enough against wind and
storm, and safe also against attacks from the air, would present
as difficult a problem as the construction of the airships
themselves, if not more so.
It is at this point that man will, most probably, turn to
nature in quest of natural harbours for his flying ships. Indeed,
the wonderful cliffs, steep rocks, and many other geological
formations provide most appropriately means to this end.
There are others, like disused quarries, that are already
fashioned by human agency for this purpose. With all these it
will only be necessary to excavate some, or construct roofing
over others, or bore recesses ; in short, to adapt the favourable
natural or semi-natural conditions as harbours for our airships,
on very similar lines as the harbours for sea ships were chosen
and built. As the outer covering of the future airship will
probably more and more approach being weather-proof, it will
not be necessary in every instance to provide fully enclosed
shelters; it will be sufficient to erect safe landing places
protected as much as possible from wind and weather. The
question of cost may here be put forward as an argument
against this scheme, but it must be remembered that, whatever
the cost may be, it will decidedly be of secondary
consideration, once the necessity arises for the erection of
permanent harbours for airships, and that cost did not prevent
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the enormous outlay for harbours as ships grew and grew to
their present great tonnage and draught.
This, then, is the proposition in brief, and we must, for
the time being, at any rate, bring it to a close, for we have
already taken up much valuable space in this issue of Flight.
Perhaps, however, the Editor - having regard to the airship
housing difficulties referred to by the First Lord of the
Admiralty on Tuesday - will give us shortly the opportunity of
putting forward further particulars of this scheme, for there are
many interesting problems and details to be considered, such as
the cost of construction, using as a guide the experiences
gained in similar engineering enterprises; the various
modifications conditioned by given natural formations; also the
many and various subsidiary devices forming the full
equipment of such harbours. Further, as it is not certain, nor
likely, that even this devastating war will be the last - much as
many of us would devoutly wish it to be so - these future
aircraft harbours will have to be efficiently defended; this point
will also have to be carefully considered. Lastly, the changes
that the building of these permanent harbours would bring
about in deflecting and modifying the existing commercial
routes and trade centres, and thus disturbing in all countries the
present economic conditions, open an intensely interesting, if
somewhat speculative, argument.
May 4. 1916. (Continued from page 198.)
Some General Considerations.
When we consider the new activity which will be
created by the more extensive use of aircraft in the future, an
activity which will by no means be limited by the boundaries
of this or any other country, but will triumphantly encircle the
whole world; when we know that this activity will be governed
greatly by external conditions, we realise that the selection of
suitable harbourage for aircraft cannot be left in the hands of
those who see only the necessity, on commercial or “business”
lines, for placing these harbours in the vicinity of established
centres of industry, without thought of the utilisation of natural
conditions. In other words, being a scheme of great national
and international importance, it should, therefore, have a scope
and facilities commensurate with such a position. In any case,
applied science, practical geology, and other physical sciences
constitute the essentials of this scheme.
The economist will have, of course, a very important
say in this matter, and it is certain that in well-advanced
countries, like England, the choice of a suitable site will have
to be somewhat of a compromise, between ideal natural
conditions and the need of established industries. In the
comparatively new countries, where the industrial activities are
as yet primitive, this selection may be governed largely by
favourable natural conditions.
Unless it is proved that air currents, &c, have no
influence on powerful airships, or only an influence so
negligible that it can be ignored, the choice of harbours would
have to involve, besides geological considerations, an
exhaustive study of air-currents, and all the theory attached to
them. Although it is true that this question of air currents is
greatly minimised as the speed of our aircraft increases, it must
be remembered that on leaving or returning to their harbours
the airships must necessarily be moving at a comparatively low
speed, and are therefore, under these circumstances, within the
influence of air currents and other atmospheric disturbances to
a greater extent.
For this reason deep and long valleys may offer but a
poor shelter for airships. The air currents reaching the
mountainous ridges of such valleys, often become weighted
with a considerable quantity of accumulated rain or snow, and
this additional weight would cause them to rush down the
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valley with great force, forming treacherous eddies along its
slopes. Again, the cooling of the earth during clear nights is
followed by aerial currents, and in such places as deep valleys
they gain in force amounting almost to a gale. The rocks, in
contrast to the surrounding earth overgrown with vegetation,
radiate air currents of different velocities, and this fact may
render somewhat dangerous the employment of such rocky
localities for harbours, especially as the horizontal currents
would form considerable eddies against the rocks rising from
the ground. For similar reasons the high cliffs round the sea
coast may be found entirely unsuitable for our purpose.
Perhaps a gently undulating country like the South Downs may
present the most ideal conditions for airship harbours.
It will be seen, therefore, that all these points require
very careful consideration, firstly in selecting our natural
harbours so that they present the most favourable conditions as
regards air currents, &c, and secondly, since we cannot be
entirely immune from the latter and their effects, in finding a
means of surmounting the difficulties thus presented. Perhaps
it would be better to see how we would deal with the latter case
first, since the problems obtaining in the former depend much
upon the nature of the particular kind of geological formation
that may be decided upon to serve as our natural harbour, and
this will receive attention when considering these various
formations.
When large ocean-going ships reach the vicinity of their
harbours they have to reduce their speed and be carefully
guided, usually by the aid of tugs, to the quay, and vice versa
when outward bound: a slow and intricate process compared
with their progress when at sea. It seems that it will be very
much the same with the large airships of the future - a suitable
landing space or outer-harbour, sheltered as much as possible,
must be provided adjacent to the harbour, where the airship on
descending is taken charge of by “tugs” and carefully guided
into its dock. These “tugs” might consist of a series of
electrical locomotives holding the airship forward, aft and
amidships by its trail ropes, and running on rails suitably laid
from the outer to the inner harbour.
Too much stress cannot be laid on the necessity to
prepare for the coming development of aeronautics on the
broadest and most generous lines. The past has one significant
message for us: in no case has man fully anticipated the
development of his own inventions or fully realised their
significance. We may pass over the seemingly haphazard way
in which villages and towns in Europe grew; we are, of course,
not considering here their charms, beauties or homeliness. It
seems as if our forefathers were satisfied with a village green,
whereon to career round the may-pole. The system of streets
and roads leading from these towns is at the present perfectly
bewildering, as any motorist can verify. The railway system is
equally arbitrary and confusing. The overlapping which is the
outcome of commercial competition leads to national waste.
This irrational growth of railway systems in Europe can be
directly traced to commercial competition and to the want of
imaginativeness, timidity, or lack of optimism in man’s
progress. The war is a splendid, if terrible, example of how a
nation can abandon individual competition for collective
action, when it desires to gain a goal beneficial and necessary
to the national welfare.
In the practice and science of aeronautics, which
attained its present degree of usefulness in a few years, we
must expect a phenomenal advance, a daring leap forward, of
which there is no parallel in the world’s history. Judging from
the experiences of the past, it seems as if we cannot anticipate
enough, our imagination lagging behind the actual,
achievements of our own inventions. We ought to insist

therefore, that the controlling power affecting national and
international aerial navigation should not be left in the hands of
a few speculative individuals, and that the governing
regulations should be truly national in character. This applies
to the broad line of development of aerial traffic, to the future
centres or airship-harbours, to the main aerial routes, to the
laws affecting aeronautics, and also to the establishing of
uniform direction signs, signalling, maps, &c. It is safe to
suppose that the use of aircraft in the near future will not be
restricted to carrying heavy loads. Side by side with the largest
airships and the most powerful aeroplanes, there will flourish a
busy industry to supply the needs of private owners, for

business, for pleasure, and for sport. Therefore, there will be
left open a vast and remunerative field for private enterprise,
not only connected with this building of aeroplanes and
airships for private buyers, but also supplying the ever-growing
demands of the national air service. ♣

NATURE’S AIRSHIP HARBOURS - In tow. Bringing an airship into harbour.
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THE “CONSUTA” SYSTEM IN AVIATION
From Flight magazine Feb 6, 1919 - p184
Found by David Laing online at: Flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1919/19%20-%200184.html

“Even in this age of rapid development, it is a far cry from the
experimental hull of a steam-launch to that of a flying-boat, much more its
plane construction or any further constructive aerial project. So, purely
from the aviation standpoint, it suffices to sketch how far, and from what
origins, the “Consuta” system has been developed, and apparently
perfected, by its inventor, Mr. S. E. Saunders, of Cowes, Isle of Wight, up
to its use for the hulls of the largest flying-boats now in the Service.
These, indeed, have displayed such merit that one might say that their
successful production constitutes the greatest of Mr. Saunders’ many
achievements and distinctions. Even more than the O.B.E. with which he
has recently been decorated.
“The “Consuta” system itself is soon described, since
it consists, essentially, of sewing together veneers of plywood
laid in different directions, with layers of fabric between, to
make a complete skin. Advisedly, the word “ essentially “ is
used. For the mere working principle, as such, is to-day much
what it was eighteen years ago when it first took shape—as
awl and hand-stitching carefully selected veneers with copper
wire—in the 40-ft. steam-launch “Consuta” built to be the
umpire’s boat at Henley, when its weight even then was
established at 2 lbs. per square foot, including frames, keel
and longitudinals.
“But its development, up to its present stage of
wholesale and purely mechanical production of a wooden
fabric almost as the web leaves the loom and in like quantity,
is not only the result of eighteen years’ incessant work and
experiment —after all the record of many inventions—but of
both work and experiment continued in the pursuit of an ideal
of commercial as well as mechanical perfection, long after
most men would have considered the result good enough to
stand. So that to-day’s sheet construction comes out at
considerably less than 1 lb. per square foot: at which,
remembering that it can be made gastight, it appears to offer
great possibilities for rigid airship envelope construction. …
[My emphasis – ed.]
“… Here it may be usefully interpolated, for better
comprehension of the purpose as well as the possibilities of
the “Consuta” system, that, structurally, the basis of its ideal
is the “coque”; the French description of any hollow selfcontained structure from an egg-shell to a ship’s hull. The
former gives the best definition, since both its shape and the
cohesive nature of its material give it the utmost resistance to
both internal and external stresses for a given weight, that is
known to exist. And as this form, the egg-shell, is merely a
rigid skin, the constructional effort in the “Consuta”
development has been to eliminate as far as possible, defects
as to weight on the one hand, and of frame construction with
its tendency to localise pressures and other stresses, on the
other. …
“… With the outbreak of War, Mr. Saunders set out to
build aeroplanes upon official patterns, and on the largest
practicable scale ; and so built extensive factories beside his
original works at East Cowes, acquiring indeed practically all
the immediately available land for the purpose, as well as
more, further up the Medina, below Whippingham. However,
for the time being, the Admiralty, despite their favourable
experience with the “Consuta” system, as the only one
apparently capable of standing the shock of heavy gunfire, as
used in whalers and service-boats, appeared to have
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Mr. S. E. Saunders, O.B.E.

overlooked the flying-boat as a useful type.
“Nevertheless, Mr. Saunders, with characteristic
enterprise, continued to develop the system of “Consuta”
manufacture to a further commercial stage for wholesale
output; and latterly decided to employ huge sewing machines
- of the Singer leather-stitching model many times enlarged to stitch the veneers of plywood, after they had been laid
upon and cemented to one another, with intermediate
bonding layers of linen ; the whole, as an immense “web“ of
composite wooden fabric, being hot-press-ironed upon long
steel-faced tables. This, with the substitution of a special
stitching twine for the former copper wire, brought the
“Consuta” system to its present stage.”
---ooo000ooo---

An old advertisement reprinted in the Consuta Trust
Newsletter No 69 – Summer 2017.
David Laing adds that this construction system produced a
very strong and increasingly light structure which was used for the
front and rear cars of HMA.1 (Mayfly), also on R.31 and R.32 [see
opposite] and a lifeboat on Wellman's America.

---ooo000ooo---

An Italian Airship Lost
While engaged in a reconnaissance flight over
Pontedera, Genoa and Albenga on the morning of January 28
an Italian airship, owing to motor trouble, had to come down
about 500 yards from its landing place. The crew got out and
prepared to make the ship fast, but a sudden gust of wind
caught it and, notwithstanding the efforts of the crew to hold
the ship down, it broke loose and rapidly drifted out of sight.
None of the crew was injured. ♣

THE WOODEN ONES
Pictures from the Editor’s and AHT collections
In 1911 the British Admiralty decided to build their
first rigid airship and catch up with German technology. The
result was the ill-fated R.1 (aka Mayfly) seen here under
construction in her shed at Barrow-in-Furness.

SL.2 in flight. During World War 1 the Schütte–Lanz company
built more than 20 rigid airships with elegant streamlined hulls
formed of plywood girders. These performed as well as the
aluminium based hulls of their rivals built by Zeppelin.

Built to operate exclusively from water moorings Mayfly’s hull
framework was metal but she floated on wooden boats

The idea of a totally water-based airship has not been copied
since Mayfly II broke in half in suspicious circumstances. The
wind-sock atop the shed contradicts the official ‘gust of wind.’

Towards the end of WW1, a Herr Müller who had worked for
Schütte-Lanz defected to Britain and sold his knowledge of
wooden airship construction to Short Brothers. The result was
R31 and R32, seen here at Cardington, with frames made
from spruce plywood laminated into girder sections that were
weather-proofed with varnish and also fire-proofed.

(Photo from the Hobbs collection)

The most famous and successful wooden airships were the
bombers built by Schütte–Lanz during World War 1. Here the
intricate wooden hull of SL.1 is taking shape.

R31 overflies Bedford. Unfortunately for the British, Müller
didn’t bring the glue technology with him and both R31 and
R32 suffered from delaminating girders when the wood got
wet. This led one wag to accuse them of suffering from
‘veneerial’ disease!
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TWO CONFLICTING PATENTS
A question of an origin of innovation
By C.P. Hall

Most essayists who have commented upon the beginning of the British commercial airships
experiment see the pivotal year as 1924. Far be it from me to contradict; however, in doing so the year 1923
is often ignored and I submit that the actual foundations for failure were laid in 1923. At the beginning of
1923, a new Conservative Government had recently been installed and three not unrelated questions
regarding aviation were in play:
1) The Royal Navy, as personified by the First Sea Lord, Admiral-of-the-Fleet Viscount Beatty, PC,
GCB, OM, GCVO, DSO, wished to reclaim naval aviation from the Royal Air Force.
2) Cmdr. C.D. Burney (RN, Ret.), newly elected Conservative MP, had one year previously proposed a
commercial airship service from England to India via Egypt; a private firm with government subsidy,
known as “The Burney Scheme”. The Air Ministry insisted that all aviation proposals should be within
their bailiwick while certain Burney Scheme aspects implied Royal Navy participation.
3) Post-war British air transport firms had failed financially attempting to compete with firms subsidized
by the French Government. Unwilling to concede cross-channel aviation, the questions of who would
be re-established, and with what support, were being considered.
In 1923, Burney was working with Vickers and that
firm had brought back Barnes Wallis, the engineer with actual
wartime airship design experience having designed R80.
Burney and Wallis spent much of May, 1923 in Germany
discussing possible collaboration with the Zeppelin Company.
After World War 1, Major G.H. Scott and Lt. Col V. C.
Richmond accepted civilian positions in the Airship Section of
the Air Ministry. Scott was a trained engineer who nonetheless
had commanded several airships during the War. He was
Captain of R34 when it flew the Atlantic in 1919. He designed
and demonstrated the masthead that would be standard for
British, American and German airships in the 1920s and 30s.
His presentations to the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS),
Airship Piloting and The Present State of Airship Development
were published in the Society’s Journal. When an Accidents
Investigation Sub-committee was established to review the
technical details leading up to the crash of R38, Scott was
asked to serve on the committee. Richmond spent the war
working on problems of blimp envelopes and dopes. Post-war
he was a representative of the Allied Control Commission
visiting both the Zeppelin Works and the Schütte–Lanz
facilities in Germany. Late in 1921, he had made a presentation
to the Scottish branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society,
Organization of a Colonial Airship Service in which he made
some novel proposals regarding rigid airship design. Their
wartime ranks notwithstanding, Scott was the ‘senior’ wellknown, well-respected member of this pair in 1923. Scott was
the one who served on the inquiry regarding the R38. Scott was
the one chosen to participate in the Airship Stressing Panel
which followed up the investigating sub-committee.
The Airship Stressing Panel was a small “Working
Group” looking into the “…validity of methods which are
present in use … for calculating the strength of rigid airships
and 2) to endeavor to indicate other methods which would
enable a closer basis of design to be obtained.”
The members were Mr. R.V. Southwell (Chairman), Dr.
A. J. S. Pippard, Major G. H. Scott, and Mr. C. P. Burgess.
Prior to the formation of this panel, both Scott and Burgess had
publicly expressed support for new airships following the
Zeppelin principles of construction. Shortly after the work
began, Burgess was recalled to the United States and not
replaced. The final result was The Report of the Airship
Stressing Panel, (R & M 800), submitted in August 1922,
containing several suggestions for changes in airship framing
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that would enhance the validity of strength calculation. The
three remaining panel members signed the final report. There
was no ‘minority’ report. That said, I’ve not found a statement
by Scott actually endorsing the Panel’s conclusions over the
standard Zeppelin structural pattern. To the contrary, I would
say that he endorsed the Zeppelin framing scheme before the
Panel existed and continued to lean in that direction afterwards.
A brief synopsis of relevant Panel conclusions and
‘suggestions’: The standard Zeppelin structure is too complex
to calculate the stresses that it can be expected to encounter.
The calculations can be simplified: Eliminate intermediate
girders, both longitudinals and transverse frames.

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Richmond and Scott’s completed Patent
which was finally accepted as No.225,684 in December 1924

Eliminate radial wire bracing of main transverse frames
by making them “strong, rigid transverse frames taking the
concentrated loads.” Make the cross section of the airship (the
main transverse frames) a symmetrical polygon. Longitudinals
are to be of uniform construction and equal strength. The
symmetry is perfected by eliminating the keel. Loads
traditionally carried in the keel will now be carried within the
deep transverse frames.
Richmond and Scott began to collaborate after the
Panel’s work was done. Their jointly authored essay won the
Royal Aeronautical Society’s R38 Memorial Prize. By the end
of June 1923, issues #1 and #2 in the first paragraph of this
essay were almost decided. It was at this time that the 2nd
International Air Congress was being held in London.
Richmond and Scott each prepared a paper about future
airships for presentation on 29 June 1923. In contrast to their
RAeS papers of 1921, simplistically stated, their topics were
exchanged. In the morning, Scott’s paper was entitled, The
Commercial Aspects of Airship Transport. It was primarily
about the structure of an empire-wide airship airline with just a
few design ideas of his own. In the afternoon, Richmond’s
paper, The Hulls of Rigid Airships began with the notions of
the Report of the Airship Stressing Panel and expanded upon
that foundation. His paper was enthusiastically received by the
British airship advocates present.
As a matter of hindsight, it appears that, regarding
airships, the Air Ministry position was that all aviation projects
should be under Air Ministry auspices as that was the
justification of creating the RAF and Air Ministry in the first
place. Air Ministry consultants had studied the short-comings
of prior airship design and had created guidelines to correct
those failings. An Air Ministry employee expert had reviewed
these findings and confirmed their validity. The Air Ministry
was prepared to oversee the construction of safe, modern,
commercial designs for any proposed service.

Of the three questions cited in the first paragraph,
decisions on the first two were announced in July 1923. The
RAF would continue supplying and flying of naval aircraft and
the Burney Scheme would proceed under the purview of the
Air Ministry. With this endorsement in hand, Burney began
negotiating the terms of airship development by Vickers while
Wallis undertook to apply Stressing Panel guidelines to a
practical airship design. At this time, Richmond and Scott had
no airship project to undertake; however, realizing that new
criteria meant novel structural configurations, they began to
brain-storm the ramifications.
On 30 October 1923, Richmond and Scott jointly
submitted Patent Application No. 27,222/23 under the heading,
Improvements in Transverse Frames for Rigid Airships. This
initial submission was less than one typed page, much of which
was describing transverse frames “As at present constructed
the main transverse frames of a rigid airship consist of a series
of girders arranged in the form of a polygon and cross braced
with a large number of wires.” They continued that “According
to the present invention the transverse frame is so constructed
that it is not obliged to rely on the transverse wiring to resist
distortion … For example, the bottom half of the frame may be
built up to form a stiff crescent-shaped cradle of triangular or
other suitable cross section and of a depth and width
decreasing in either direction from the lowest point. The top
half of the frame in these circumstances need not be heavily
constructed as its shape will be maintained by the action of the
gas pressure suitably arranged and will tend to retain under
this pressure the normal configuration of a semi-circle. The
provision of a strong cradle at the bottom half of the transverse
ring has the additional, incidental advantage of being suitable
for carrying the static loads such as fuel, water ballast, etc.,
which may be more economically carried in this manner than if
they were distributed along a longitudinal keel, which is
eliminated by this construction.”
At this point it is worth noting that this application went
along with R & M 800 ideas regarding transverse frame wire
bracing, carrying loads in the built up transverse frame, and
thereby eliminating the keel. It differed in that the proposed
transverse rings were not uniform in construction all round
thus the airship so made would not be symmetrical in crosssection. The claim was that this design afforded “maximum
rigidity at the point of maximum bending moment and of

Figs. 5 and 6 of Richmond and Scott’s Patent

Figs. 1 and 2 of Wallis Patent No. 233,021
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decreasing cross section toward the point of minimum bending
moment …”
It should be noted that, at this time, Wallis as well as
Richmond and Scott submitted Patent applications for wiring
designs intended to transfer gasbag lift directly to the
transverse frames without adding stress to the longitudinals as
per R & M 800 suggestion. Both patents were accepted; an
interesting complication not further considered herein.
The Airship Guarantee Co. Ltd., (AGCo) was
incorporated in November of 1923. Barnes Wallis had been
roughing out design concepts of an actual project and
preparing basic outlines for the AGCo. Design Committee
which first met in December, 1923. On 26 January 1924,
Wallis submitted Patent applications 2115/24, 2116/24,
2117/24, 2118/24, 2119/24, 2120/24, and 2124/24. Of these
Provisional Specifications Nos. 2115/24 and 2118/24 were
eventually consolidated as Patent No. 233,020; the Wallis
Patent concerning the transfer of lift from gasbags to transverse
frames. The remaining applications would eventually be
consolidated as Patent No. 233,021. Provisional Specification
No. 2116/24’s preamble is the Wallis explanation of the
shortcomings of the Zeppelin type transverse frame
arrangement followed by his description of a deep ring
transverse frame, parroting the Stressing Panel’s suggestions.
It is interesting that there is a numerical hiatus between
2120/24 and 2124/24. Does this mean: Wallis had other ideas
accepted as a Patent I have not yet discovered; Wallis had
other ideas not accepted, therefore not listed; or was the idea in
No. 2124/24 an afterthought and the Patent Office had assigned
Nos. 21 through 23 to someone else before Wallis got back to
them for one more application?
Richmond and Scott (225,684): Completed Patent
Application finalised 23 August 1924
Patents get clarified and amended before completion
and acceptance. The final version of what started as
Application No. 27,222/23 was submitted on 23 August 1924.
It was now the equivalent of two pages in length plus
two sheets of illustrations labelled “Fig. 1 through Fig. 6”. Fig.
1 through 4 were two versions of the original, asymmetrical
concept. Fig. 5 represents two examples of framing of a
complete circular transverse frame.
“Alternatively the frame may be of uniform depth and
width and concentric with the outer periphery instead of
eccentric as in Figs. 1 – 4, if a distribution of loads is used
which makes this desirable or if simplicity of construction is
achieved thereby.” (There is no date of the addition of Figs 5 &
6; only the final form received date of 23 August 1924.)
“We declare that what we claim is: 1. In a rigid airship the construction of a transverse
frame in the form of a continuous trussed structure of
triangular or prismatic cross section and adapted to resist
distortion without being braced by tensioned wires extending
across the frame …”
“6. In a rigid airship a transverse frame constructed
substantially as herein described with reference to and as
shown in any of the examples illustrated in the accompanying
drawings.”
This completed application was accepted on 11
December 1924 as Patent 225,684
Wallis (233,031): Completed Patent
Application submitted 26 November 1924
What was originally presented as 2½ typed pages
encompassing 5 applications now consisted of 4 typed pages
plus multiple illustrations numbered 1 through 9.
“We declare that what we claim is: -
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1. A rigid airship in which the transverse frames are
constituted by space frame girders built up from ring like
members conforming in shape to the external shape of the
airship, each of said ring like members being itself of spaceframe or hollow construction and said ring like members being
connected together to form the space frame girder by means of
bracing wires, struts and the like.”
“10. Transverse frames for rigid airships having their
parts constructed and arranged substantially as described with
reference to the accompanying drawings for the purpose
specified.”
This completed application was granted on 27 April
1925 as Patent 233,021.
On 19 September 1923, an agreement was signed
between the Goodyear and Zeppelin corporations creating the
jointly owned, new corporate entity, the Goodyear Zeppelin
Corporation. The jointly owned firm would enjoy rights to
manufacture Zeppelin airships. Clause I noted the territorial
boundaries to be all of North and Central America from
Panama to the Canadian border “… with the exception of the
possessions and protectorates of the British Empire.”
Clause VII notes “The conclusion of agreements similar
to those contained in this contract between Zeppelin and
British interests is under consideration.”
At this point I ask the reader to indulge this author in a
flight of fancy; a hypothetical so farfetched as to be beyond the
realm of the conceivable, here used purely as segue to the core
questions of this essay. Imagine for a moment that the year is
1930. The first publicity regarding the structure of the new
ZRS-4 [aka USS Akron] laid down for the US Navy by
Goodyear-Zeppelin reaches the UK and Barnes Wallis
discovers that the transverse frames proposed for this new
dirigible are strikingly similar to those he proposed in 1924,
eventually recognized as Patent 233,021. He consults with a
lawyer who notes that, since the original Goodyear-Zeppelin
agreement recognizes exceptions for the British Empire and
because similar agreements were under consideration, this
constitutes prima facie, de jure recognition of British Patents
and guarantees standing in a law suit. In this hypothetical
situation, the suit is filed, it progresses, and there is publicity.
Richmond and Scott become aware and say to each other,
“Wait a minute, we patented this innovation before Wallis did
and we should be the ones claiming infringement!” They hire
their own lawyers and the proverbial fur flies over conflicting
claims.
This leaves me with the following questions:
1. Do we have a case of two accepted British patents,
each claiming the same innovation?
2. If that is the case, does either the dates of original
applications, the dates of final completion, or the dates that the
patents were granted apply as to who has the superior claim as
Patent holder?
3. If Richmond and Scott filed the original, earliest,
dated application but made no mention of a symmetrical
transverse frame in that application while Wallis makes the
later application and does specify the implied symmetrical
form; is that the superior claim?
4. Would legal standing be affected if - between the
time that Richmond and Scott filed their application 27222/23,
which was 30 October 1923, and the time they delivered their
Complete Specification which was 23 August 1924 – it could
be demonstrated that Richmond and Scott - acting as Air
Ministry representatives to the AGCo. Design Committee were privy to the Wallis drawings of his earliest proposal for a
Burney Scheme airship which was in December 1923? ♣

THE MONTREAL MOORING MYSTERY -1
By Jean Lavoie, Director of St. Hubert Airport Historical Society

I am requesting your help to identify a feature at the St.
Hubert mooring mast site [Montreal, Canada] as seen in these
photos. A red metal frame mounted on a concrete pedestal ... I
know that it is not a Snatch Block and it is not part of the eight
mast footings since they are completely smooth on the surface.
… I did not see this feature myself … It was sent to me
by the airport director yesterday [30 Jan 2018].

designed to resist a 25 ton pull in any direction and are 8 feet
deep, so could it be that this foundation was also designed to
resists a 25 ton pull? …
[These photos show] the former mast emplacement in
relation to the current St. Hubert airport, the small circles are
visible on Google Earth … the circle nearest the mast is my
mystery base and can also be seen on Google Earth.

Dirigible asked Jean if he or the airport director could
draw a map with some distance measurements?

Jean sent more information in later messages:
I am sending the location of my mystery base relative to
the airship mast at St. Hubert (photo) which is also in line with
a yaw cable winch compartment inside the tower structure. My
mystery item sits 150 feet from the mast center before one of
the Fairlead Blocks which is 250 feet from the mast. …
… The position between the Fairlead and the yaw winch
at exactly 150 feet from the mast tend to have me believe it was
used in relation with cable operation of some sort? Maybe for
special use and not normal operations.

Jean sent more information in later messages:
To have this base in the way like that, suggests to me
that they could not have it anywhere else and that it must have
been essential for operations.
The way the plate with ‘Hooks’ is designed also makes
me believe that the piece of equipment attached to it must have
been removable to protect it from the elements since a
permanent protection like a box would have been a cable
snagging hazard for other operations ….
If St. Hubert had this feature, I would imagine Karachi,
Ismailia and Cardington must have had a similar one? Then it
must be on an Engineering plan somewhere for contractors to
have built it. Are any of these still around?
There is a good chance that we do have them stored
somewhere in an archive in Ottawa. I do know that the
administrators were ordered to keep everything about the R100
and were not allowed to trash anything because of the historic
importance of the event for Canada.
During my research in some of those files, I was
surprised at what they kept; insignificant stuff like small
handwritten notes, stores receipts, I even stumbled upon one
for toilet paper purchased! So they just sealed the complete
folders after the R100 left without destroying anything and put
them in cardboard boxes to be shipped to storage. The problem
is to find the stuff because nobody knows anything about the
R100 and the St. Hubert Mast. It is just like it never existed.
Even the St. Hubert Airport Director who has been working at
the airport for the last 38 years doesn’t know anything about it
beside that an airship once came there. ♣

The foundation is quite deep, I was told by the airport
director after they tried to remove it because it is in the way of
the lawnmower that after digging 5-6 feet deep they just gave
up as it was too bulky and heavy. Snatch-block foundations are

[Jean’s request generated considerable correspondence
and suggestions from aficionados. There is not space in this
issue for this material which Dirigible will hold over for the
future. Meantime, readers are invited to ponder the matter. ed.]

Jean replied that unfortunately… the director, who had
been working at the airport for 38 years, did not remember the
exact location and did not know that the mast foundations were
still there; for him it was just a hazard to the grass cutting
machine.
Jean added that the director only knew that it was on the
mast site and: “I intend to go with him this spring after the
snow melt to have a good look at what is visible on the site, I
have not been able to see the site before because this site is a
restricted access area since it is near an active runway.
In May or early June our team should be able to do a
complete survey and inventory with manual digging and metal
detecting machines as well as aerial drone pictures and video.
I am currently meeting with the different authorities regarding
access, permission, logistics and finances as the planning
phase is already in hand. …”
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TOO MANY INCOMPLETE SIM

The R101 was a prototype that was purpose built to be an ‘experimen
Would the crash have happened if some of these ideas had been given sufficient
POWER-ASSISTED CONTROL
SURFACES - abandoned as found
to be unnecessary after initial trial
flights. Servo-motors and
actuators were among several
items that were removed to save
weight during the test flying
programme. This helped to
balance the ship as all rigid
airships are inherently tail heavy.

OUTER COVER PRE-DOPED –
standard practice was to tension hull
fabric with nitro-cellulose dope after
the panels had been fitted on to the
ship. The centre section of R101a was
tensioned after doping. This did not
work. The pre-doped panels weakened
and discoloured and were replaced
with new fabric before the India flight.

DIESEL ENGINES – famously
heavy the five engines were only
partially tested, the order for them
having been first cancelled by the
Government and then hurriedly
reinstated. They suffered from
resonance problems and R101 had
not been given a full speed trial
before starting on her last flight.
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SMALL HIGH-PROFILE
TAIL FINS – sometimes cited
as possible cause of horizontal
instability that might have
contributed to the crash but
passed every wind tunnel test
with clean bill of health.
VENTILATION HOLES
AROUND TAIL CONE –
mirrored those at the nose and
were intended to provide easy
escape for any hydrogen that
escaped from the gas cells.
No reports of malfunction so
probably worked as designed.

BACK-UP
UP CONTROL
ROOM IN TAIL FIN –
elevators and rudders could
be worked from here using
duplicate controls so ship
could continue to be flown in
the event of major control
room failure.

ALUMINIUM VARIABLE-PITCH PROPELLERS –
intended to provide the ship with quick and easy
reversible thrust these prototypes proved too delicate
for the huge torque from the diesel engines. Bolts were
sheared from the bosses and solid wood propellers
were substituted. This meant engines had to be stopped
and reversed to manoeuver the ship when landing.
More time was needed to complete the experiment.

GARDEN ROLLER MOORING WEIGHTS –
rumoured to have been purloined from nearby cricket
clubs these were adopted to hold down the ship's tail
while at the mast to counteract changes in atmospheric
conditions. Dangling on long wires the rollers allowed
the ship to weathervane with changes of wind
direction. First attachments reportedly "carried away"
but an adjustment apparently solved the problem.
See rare picture on front cover

STAINLESS STEEL STRUCTURE – unlike all
previous airships which had girders made from alloys
of aluminium R101 had some structural components
made purely of stainless steel and some of ‘dural’
mixed with stainless steel. Dr Hugo Eckener of the
German Zeppelin company, universally acknowledged
in his day as the expert on all matters concerning rigid
airships said, on seeing inside the R101, that its rigid
frame was the strongest that he had ever seen.

DEEP ‘V’ RING TRANSVERSE FRAMES – in a complete
departure from all past practice the designers of R101,
Richmond and Scott, pioneered the use of triangulated
transverse frames. This allowed for elimination of a keel
running along the belly of the ship acting as both a strength
and load carrying structure. They applied for a Patent for this
idea – see article on p 18 – which was subsequently taken up
by the American Navy for their giant flying aircraft-carriers
USS Akron (1933) and USS Macon (1935)
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MULTANEOUS EXPERIMENTS?

ntal’ test-bed but it only made twelve flights in its life-time before it crashed.
time to prove themselves and if a proper programme of test-flying had been completed?

ATIC FUEL AND BALLAST
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM –
gers on the R100’s successful
lights were required to take turns
e crew manually pump petrol for
es. This dirty and dangerous job
ed on R101 by one man pushing
No reports of any problems with
ation of this unique innovation.
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ance floor that
cross the ship
o Promenade
floor to ceiling
hole method of
uspension was
ce floor was
y heavy.

VENTILATION ‘GILL’ – encircling the
ship at its greatest diameter the overlapping
panel acted as an automatic pressure relief
valve for the air inside the hull fabric. In
combination with the NOSE HOLES it
flushed out escaped gas but caused gas
valve chatter on early flights. This was
declared as solved with ‘quilting’ by the
time of the last test flight of R101c.

RAIN CATCHMENT SYSTEMS – based on
the successful capture in flight of significant
quantities of rain water with which R100 was
able to replenish ballast bags on its flight to
Canada, R101c was fitted with two different
catchment systems for the flight to India. No
reported problems with either and last radio
contact mentions rain being collected.
HINGED REEFING GIRDERS
- that run parallel between the
main longitudinals and can be
pushed outwards to tension the
hull fabric. This gave R101 a
much better aerodynamic
profile than the famously
‘scalloped’ look of the R100. A
heavy but seemingly effective
solution.
RING OF VENTILATION
HOLES AROUND NOSE
CONE – situated in a zone of
high aerodynamic pressure
these air-intakes were designed
to automatically pressurise the
hull fabric while flushing out
escaped hydrogen through the
central ‘gill.’ Popularly believed
to have allowed rain in to wet
gas bag No.1 but no reports of
malfunction by crew or RAW
personnel on test flights.
D
DUMB-WAITER
– a small lift
that carried food directly up
from the galley on the crewdeck to the ‘silver-service’
restaurant on the passenger deck
- no reports of problem.

SMOKING ROOM –pressurised
–
with fresh air from the slip-stream
outside the ship to ensure escaped
gas could not enter. Sometimes
cited by uninitiated as possible
cause of fire but smouldering
tobacco leaves are not hot enough
to ignite hydrogen. Matches and
lighters rigorously controlled.

-PARACHUTE GAS-BAG RESTRAINTS –
deep V’ frames and removal of a keel dictated
eans for containing the fragile gas-bags while
ting their ‘lift’ uniformly to the rigid girder
k. The answer came from Michael Rope who
d two parachute shaped cages of steel cables
d to end. This allowed the gas-bags to move
ently of the girders and worked perfectly until
ags were let out to increase lift in R101b.

HEATED PASSENGER CABINS steam from engines No.3 and 4 was
used to supply heat to the passenger
deck. This is another system ahead
of its time that was removed to save
weight as part of the conversion of
R.101a to R.101b.

SIDE-FITTED, SIPHON-OPERATED
GAS VALVES - for combined automatic
pressure relief of the gas and manual
adjustment of lift by the crew when landing
or manoeuvring. Reported to have opened
or ‘chattered’ and leaked gas when the ship
rolled excessively during a storm when
R101a was on the mooring mast in 1929.
See Atherstone photo on p27.

KITCHEN COOKING UNIT
- that drew steam from the
engines as its heat source.
The first mild steel model
corroded badly. A second one
of stainless steel was
functional but never installed.
MANY SMALL INNOVATIONS
AND SOME HUGE ONES - were
ahead of their time and did not
affect the flying or actual
performance of the ship. These
included such things as a toilet
that used only ½ the usual amount
of water per flush and the 200 ft
tall Mooring Mast which held
R101a through an 80mph gale but
was only used 25 times before it
was demolished …
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THE ABRUPT END OF THE R101 EXPERIMENTS

This newspaper photograph of the crash is one that
Dirigible’s editor has not previously seen. It was recently
donated to the AHT collections by Roger Coley who found an
exercise book filled with cuttings about R101 and its fateful
flight in a box of items removed from the house of a deceased
friend. In Roger’s words, it seemed a shame just to throw it
away but to his surprise Bedford Museum were not interested.
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Dirigible explained the reason - collectors of clippings
frequently cut off all the details identifying the publications
they came from. This makes the information contained useless
for historians and researchers who cannot quote the source in
their own publications. Sadly Roger’s book of 'unattributed'
cuttings contains no newspaper names and few dates. Please
contact the editor if you know the origin of this picture.

REFEULLING AND RESUPPLY PROCEDURES
Abridged from an email exchange between the Airship Association and the US Naval Airship Association
Richard, I am hoping you can help me with an unfunded
project to preserve some knowledge of LTA related activities. I
ask, because in a discussion the other evening the point was
made that our generation is in danger of losing a vast amount
of ‘common knowledge’ or ‘tips and tricks’ that the previous
generation learned.
For example, I understand that the US Navy
proceduralised the replenishment at sea of their blimp fleet. I
have seen photos of airships approaching aircraft carriers, but
was hoping that you may know some more about the
procedures - are they documented anywhere? Were there any
accidents? What lessons were learned? Etc.
Initially, I am interested in replenishment because I
believe that replenishment ‘on-the-move’ is an important factor
in the up-take of airships for future commercial/military use. If
there are other areas of LTA common knowledge that are in
danger of being lost, then those too should be included in this
project. …
Do you have anyone who has the manuals/experience of
replenishment, who would be prepared to put down in writing
(or on video?) the full process, including ‘common knowledge’
- for example, what types of fastenings/knots were used for
particular activities? It would also be interesting to know how
they perceive the procedures that they used could be adapted to
more recent innovations (vectored thrust etc.).
If you … have people who would be prepared to share
their knowledge on these procedures, please let me know ...
Nigel Hills
Nigel, Yes there is a great deal of information about
underway replenishment including refuelling. Of course you
are right, it is best to get the original participants to write
things down or at least speak into a ‘mic’ and record their
experiences. We have a few vets who might be persuaded to do
that. … Meantime, we have some stuff in our Atlantis
Productions offerings (www.airshiphistory.com/airshipvideos.html) that covers the subject. We published the memoir
of Lundi Moore, and there is some discussion inside. … We
also have a training film that covers it in our Navy Blimp
Training and of course I did my best to chronicle and illustrate
with motion pictures the various procedures with the post-war
airships in our DVD Blimps Fight A Cold War narrated by
ZPG pilot George Allen.
If you’d like a quick summary, let me write you this:

Of course it was long possible, but not actually
performed in a test until January 1944, to land a K-ship on a
flat-top and plug the fuel hose in as if it were on the ground.
This became more common after WWII. One of the first
techniques for in-air refuelling (if not the first) simply
duplicated what your countrymen did in 1918, dropping down
a line to a surface vessel, pulling up a hose, and gasoline was
forced up to the airship with compressed air. For the K-type
airship, this had to await the improvement included in the so
called “2K” set of modifications, which mounted a one-point
coupling aft which was accessible by a crewman, and a winch
to pull up the hose. Somewhat tricky starting light (empty of
fuel) and gradually getting heavier while trying to keep in sync
with the surface vessel. Eventually this technique was used
with fleet oilers, so the airship could refuel without a flat-top.

ZPG2 with an ‘Oiler’

The all-new 4K and 5K airships were equipped with
powerful winches so as to be able to snag and bring aboard not
just fuel, but torpedoes and even crewmen via basket. So the
“bag” technique was perfected, allowing a bag of fuel to be
hooked and brought aboard.

Recovering a ballast bag on a ZPG-2; fuel bags used the same winch.

An unmodified K-ship being refuelled on a carrier in 1949.

A frightening incident where the bag slammed into the
flat-top’s superstructure probably led to the development of the
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in-water retrieval. Any vessel, or even a cargo plane, could
drop a bag of fuel for the airship to later recover.

Refuel sea-bag

With the ZPG series airships carrying their own relief
crew, there was no further need of flat-tops. ZPGs either
picked up fuel bags or hovered over a fleet oiler using the hose
method. The ZPGs commonly used the winch and an onboard
bag to retrieve sea water to periodically replace the weight of
consumed gasoline.
Richard van Treuren

Noticing the reference to crew baskets, Dirigible’s editor
chipped in with:
Richard, When I was at CargoLifter stuff turned up in
the library all the time from who knows where. One day I
found the attached picture. I grabbed a copy but I don't know
much about it as there was no info with it. Maybe you have
seen it before?

To which Richard responded:
That is the project YGAR crew exchange basket. It was
proved on the 4K (pictured) for use on the 5K.
It is in our video Airships Fight A Cold War.

BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM AHT

Airship Navigator by E.A. Johnston
(pub. 1994)
“The most authoritative and comprehensive analysis which
has ever been assembled and a major contribution to
airship history …” Former AHT president, Sir Peter Masefield

Price £14.99 (inc. p&p)
Available from : Alastair Lawson
6 Green Lane, Ellington, Cambs. PE28 0AZ
Cheques payable to: The Airship Heritage Trust
The 4K recovering the YGAR crew basket would have looked the same
with a refuelling bag.
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Or order online via AHT website and PayPal

RE: A PUZZLING PICTURE
(Dirigible 83, p27)
I have seen the Den Burchmore photo in "Matters
Arising" before. ... In the early 90's I booked myself into the
library at the Imperial War Museum and viewed several films,
some of which are now on Youtube. What the capstan turners
are doing is manually opening the doors of the shed. My
understanding was that this was the back up system in case of
mechanical issues preventing the opening of the shed doors.

valved gas vented into the plenum and found its way upward to
multiple vents on top of the ship. I would say that this debunks
the gasbags tearing loose from the valves in a crisis but that's
me. The valves are not attached to the frame and unlikely to
tear free if the bags surged in a dive. Have you any idea what
the two boxes are which are attached to the longitudinal? I am
guessing that this is the new, largest capacity gasbag, #8A as it
looks so clean and new but cannot be sure. My thanks to
C. P. Hall
Rebecca Atherstone.

Kent O’Grady
Re. the Den Burchmore picture … Bedfordshire
Archives have a similar image (see attached jpg) which is
known to be of winding the capstan to open the main doors of
one of the Cardington sheds in 1921. I am pretty sure I knew it
was 1921 when I catalogued it because it was published in a
newspaper but I don’t seem to have noted that in the catalogue
back in 1996, oops!

The Atherstone photo of R101’s experimental gas valve

---ooo000ooo--RE: D.H.53 RELEASED FROM R33

Ref: BorBK2/9/8. Opening the doors using the capstan bar.
(2 copies) No date, 8th June 1921.

Not sure whether this helps to confirm the identification
of Den Burchmore’s picture but it might.

Pamela Birch
Service Manager (Archives Records)
Bedfordshire Archives & Records Service
www.bedford.gov.uk/archive

(Front Cover, Dirigible 83)
The deHavilland 53 is one of my specialisms, and I
lectured at Shuttleworth on it some years ago … I have items
from Kew relating to the Hook-on Trials, including the Pilot's
report. … The pilot, Flt. Lt. de Haga Haig was unfortunately
drowned sea bathing a couple of years later.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-0RtO3iCTI
Aeroplane Launched From The Air (1925)

Roger Allton
---ooo000ooo---

---ooo000ooo---

RE: ENGINES IN TAIL FINS

RE: THE ATHERSTONE PHOTOGRAPH

(Back Cover, Dirigible 83)
Page 9, “Minature Masterpieces (14)” "No. 70 AKRON"
says Akron had eight engines in four engine rooms? How many
engine rooms would Akron have had if they had installed those
engines in the tail shown on the back cover? There is an AGCo.
patent with illustration, also with engines and propellers
mounted within the fins; they, also, were never installed.

(Dirigible 81, p34)
When Barnes Wallis patented the idea of gas valves
located on the sides of the gasbags, he said that it made sense
as valves located at deep transverse frames would allow valved
hydrogen to flow upward within the deep frames and escape
out of vents on top of the hull. Here is an R101 gas valve on
the side of the bag, obviously located next to a main
longitudinal without a transverse frame in the photo. The

C. P. Hall
---ooo000ooo--27
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+++++++
Email - 4 September, 2017
Zeppelin Research
I wrote the original webpage on War comes to
Camberwell for the Friends of Burgess Park. I also did
some meandering research on the Zeppelin L45 and
crew - there maybe some new stuff for you.
Sam(antha)
www.bridgetonowhere.friendsofburgesspark.org.uk/
zeppelin-1917/
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01wvc3d
(Bombing of Northampton)

Email – 13 October 2017Models of R101 and R100
Attached are a couple of pics of the R100 and
R101. [See email exchange in Dirigible 82, p36.] Not
overly happy with the colours, especially on the 101.
There is a more 'grainy' feel on the 101 than the 100. I
would expect a much more silvery sheen. The fonts for
the registration are a bit iffy too but I managed to get a
pre-war serial set.
Doing Akron at the moment, same scale. I
normally do 1/700 warships so these airships are
incredible. Thanks for your help again.
Charles Selmes

http://westhampsteadlife.com/2012/11/14/when-azeppelin- flew-over-kilburn/5092

+++++++
Email – 21 October 2017
The Wondrous Era of Zeppelin Dining
Saw this online article: may be of interest.
David Marks, Southgate, London N14

The Height of Fine Dining Was Once on a Zeppelin
The Hindenburg’s fattened ducklings and caviar were
essentially German propaganda.
by Natasha Frost: October 18, 2017

(When a Zeppelin flew over Kilburn by Dick Weindling and
Marianne Colloms / November 14, 2012)
+++++++
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It might not have been the best food on Earth, but it had
a legitimate claim to being the finest fare in the sky. On board a
Zeppelin, one of the German-owned rigid airships that traversed
the Atlantic in the early 20th century, travellers ate like kings—or,
at the very least, lesser nobility. From 1928 to 1937, when the
Hindenburg disaster saw the once-bright future of lighter-than-air
travel go up in smoke, passengers experienced food to rival

modern luxury cruise ships. These rigid airships were enormous
structures, the size of buildings, hanging more than 1,000 feet in
the air and cruising at speeds exceeding 80 miles an hour.
Airships went farther and faster than anyone ever had
before, but journeys were still rather time-consuming. A trip
from Brazil to Europe, for instance, took three days, and there
was little to do except look out the window, read, socialize, eat,
and drink. These last two, as one might expect, were taken quite
seriously. Meals were regular and lavish, and drinking so
excessive that prairie oysters, a hangover cure made with hot sauce
and a whole raw egg, were listed below the cocktails on the bar
menu. …
www.atlasobscura.com/articles/zeppelin-hindenburgdining-food-aviation-blimp
+++++++
Email – 23 October 2017
"New" Old Photographs from Pulham
These links might interest you and the others:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-17689509
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-17644795
Andrew Barber BSc CEng MRAeS
Hybrid Air Vehicles Limited, Cardington Airfield
+++++++
Email – 03 November 2017
French Naval Airships
[Translation of unanswered request to www.ffaa.net/
(website of French Fleet Air Arm). Can anyone assist?]
Sir/Madam,
Do you have any access to the French Naval
Archives pertaining to the French Naval Airship Branch?
I know of only one book that mentions the Airship
Branch after the loss of the L72 (Dixmude) (Commandant
de Broussard’s Lachez Tout!), and the decommissioning
of the Mediterranee (ex LZ-121) which indicates that
French Airships were still operating out of Rochefort-surmer and Orly as late as 1938 – see picture. I believe that
there are other former (Naval?) airship sheds still
standing in France such as Écausseville.
Do you know what happened to this branch of the
French Navy and its equipment?
Nigel Hills, Vice-chairman, Airship Association

+++++++
Email – 17 January 2018
Ravenstown
I was sent the attached link. I didn't know other
villages like Shortstown had been built for airship workers
(in this case not used in the end). The houses look quite
good and there are a couple of nice airship pics with the
news item too.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

Part of Arras Avenue, Ravenstown
Bill Myers - 16 January 2018 2:25PM

THE SOUTH CUMBRIAN VILLAGE BUILT FOR AIRSHIP
WORKERS WHO NEVER ARRIVED
Few villages have a more curious reason for construction
than Ravenstown, near Flookburgh. The community of 250
homes was designed at a time when Vickers and the Admiralty
were investigating new ways of using airships against Germany in
the First World War. Ravenstown was to be the workers’
community serving an airship shed capable of holding a flying
machine of 2,000,000 cubic feet capacity.
The shed never got further than the laying of foundations
but building work on the houses was started on March 27 in 1917
and originally the settlement was to be called Flookburgh Model
Aero Village. The houses were built in Somme Avenue, Marne
Avenue, Arras Avenue and Jutland Avenue - after famous land
battles and the biggest sea engagement of the war. …
www.nwemail.co.uk/The-South-Cumbrian-villagebuilt-for-airship-workers-who-never-arrivedb9307678-6d6f-46c5-81d0-0da2150e5289-ds
+++++++
Email – 12 January 2018
An Impromptu Firework Display
… this most interesting old periodical article came
along … from the pen of CE Rosendahl himself …
Dan Lehman
International Guild of Knot Tyers (https://igkt.net/)
FLYING WITH AN AIRSHIP CAPTAIN
The Veteran Commander of Navy Dirigibles Tells of his
Experiences in Piloting the Los Angeles by Lieutenant
Commander Charles E. Rosendahl
Stand by for “Up Ship”! [pp.159-60]
The Los Angeles provides an impromptu fireworks
display when it lands at a mooring mast. She carries a Very light
pistol, as possible use as a distress signal, but principally used in
the mooring maneuver. When the main cable is dropped we fire a
white star. Dropping the starboard yaw wire is accompanied by a
green star. And the port yaw wire by a red one. This calls
attention to the dropping of the wires, which may be difficult to
see, particularly at night. The ground crew respond with the same
lights as they couple each wire to the corresponding ground wire.
The Very lights are used both day and night, and the brilliant
colored balls are most easily seen in broad daylight.
Popular Science Monthly, March 1930
+++++++
Email – 18 January 2018
RNAS Airship Plans
[Copy of request made to the National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich - ‘plansandphotos@rmg.co.uk’]
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am doing research on Royal Naval Air Service
Airships, and am particularly interested in the North Sea
Class that was designed and constructed at the Airship
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Construction Station Kingsnorth (RNAS Kingsnorth) near
Chatham (c1916 to 1919).
The RNAS was amalgamated in 1918 with the
RFC to form the RAF, but the RAF was not interested in
maintaining an airship service and removed the RNAS
airships from service almost immediately the Great War
was over. Very few records exist about the RNAS
airships in either the National Archives or the RAF
Museum. [Your] Box VORB0072 does appear to have
some plans, coming off microfiche which include
“Airships”, but does not specify which model/type.
Could I please arrange a viewing of Box
VORB0072 to see what drawings and plans still exist
relating to the RNAS Airships (or indeed, if you have any
construction diagrams of the NS Class held separately).
Nigel Hills, Vice-chairman, Airship Association

limited Internet searching) they may be airship generator
propellers. They are 36" in diameter, laminated timber,
possibly spruce and mahogany. On the central boss of
this one shown are the letters, DRG, then CD40597, and
20076.
Julian Postlethwaite

The National Maritime Museum responded:
Thank you for your enquiry regarding airships. Box
VORB0072 includes 4 plans relating to airships.
•
•
•
•

Proposed General Arrangement of Machinery and
Permanent way for Housing Airship, 160406
Design of 75m/mm Automatic Gun and Mounting for
Airship, M33430
Design of Mounting for 3 inch Anti-Submarine gun for
mounting in Airship, M31477
Design of Mounting for 75 m/m Automatic gun for
Mounting in Airship, M32996

The hull form is fairly schematic on the plan of machinery
and permanent way for housing, 160406, but seems to
show the airship hull form employed from HMA 1 to R29.
I’m afraid we don’t have any plans of the NS Class. I
wish you all the best with your research.
Nick Ball, Assistant Curator
Royal Museums Greenwich
Nigel sought clarification:

+++++++
Email – 03 February 2018
Airship at Hamilton Gardens
A new airship! It's all happening in New Zealand.
Have a look at this little video.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
www.nzherald.co.nz/gardening/news/article.cfm?c_id
=218&objectid=11986375
HAMILTON NEWS
Local Focus- 2 Feb, 2018 :
Steampunk 'airship' arrives at Hamilton Gardens

Many thanks for looking at the plans. I am of
course extremely disappointed that you were unable to
find plans for the NS Class Airships.
Can you confirm what class of Airship the M3xxxx
series of plans were for?
And the Museum obliged:
The Vickers drawings are unfortunately not dated,
so it is difficult to establish whether they were intended
for a specific class of rigid airship or whether they were
speculative efforts. Plan M31477 matches specifications
for the R31 class rigids, but as we have no other
drawings of these ships and no suitable photographs I
cannot determine whether this reflects an early design
proposal or the actual mount fitted briefly to R31.
Drawings M32996 and M33430 are more
problematic as no weapon this heavy was ever fitted to a
British rigid, and there are no other design numbers on
the plans to point to linked project drawings.
Andrew Choong Han Lin, Curator,
Historic Photos and Ships Plans,
National Maritime Museum
+++++++
Email – 29 January 2018
Another Airship Propeller
[Via AHT webmaster Alastair Lawson]
I have been trying to research the history of two
propellers I have, bought in the 1960's. I believe (through
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Inspired by a time where steam power ruled, the
Huddleston Airship at Hamilton Gardens is the latest addition - an
ode to the 19th century. Housed at the Hamilton Gardens, the
airship is the newest attraction and the opening was celebrated in
true Steampunk style on Wednesday. "The airship is part of all the
technology that steampunks use. We're all about new and wonderful things
that happen and flying in the sky, of course, is grand technology, the future!"
steampunk, Madame X said.
The creation of the Huddleston was inspired by a children's
book and its inventors say it serves an important 'mystical'
purpose, travelling through the gardens at night, bewitching all
who visit. … "It's a nice piece of gardening equipment," Director of the
Gardens, Peter Sergel said. "We can float around with steam engine and
prune high trees and high hedges, and deliver mulch and plants to these
gardens." …
The project has been two and a half years in the making
and is just one part of another three gardens still under
construction. But the Huddleston is a firm favourite for
steampunker Trixie Teardrop Malone. "It's fabulous. Just the little
touches like the black smoke where the chimney goes up on the balloon - the
detail is fabulous. It means an awful lot to us as performers. It's a place
where we can come and show what we do and feel proud."
+++++++

Email – 07 February 2018
British Film Institute Free Films
I have found two great British video clips I can't
watch from Spain:
- SS on a (weird, Airlander type) Mooring Mast:
- C17 on parachute trials:
Can you watch them from your computer? [Yes]
Can you download them on your computer? [No]
Francisco A. Gonzalez Redondo
Madrid, Spain
https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-airship-on-amooring-mast-1917-online

I have meant for some time to attempt to contact
someone who might be interested in two photos I have of
what may well be the R101 under construction at
Cardington. They originated from my wife's family who
lived at Thurleigh … From what I can make out, the rigid
construction suggests either R100 or 101 and I believe
the latter was the only one built at Cardington. I also
have a small Order of Service card listing all those who
died in the disaster.
I have attached copies for you to look at and would
be interested to hear your thoughts. …

Airship on a Mooring Mast (1917)

High winds are not good for airships, especially when
they are moored. This observational study film illustrates the
behaviour of an SS Class Airship moored to its mast in varying
winds of 8mph up to 25mph, demonstrating the vulnerability of
their light and delicate construction. While this one doesn't get
into trouble, it's clear why mooring stations needed to be built in
secluded and sheltered areas.
https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/film/watch-parachuteexperiments-pulham-airship-station-1917-online

Parachute Experiments, Pulham Airship Station (1917)

A leap of progress in parachute design sees several types
on test at Pulham airfield. Some remarkable drone-like
photography, from a very brave camera operator, records some
of the best airborne scenes of an airship taken during WWI.
Thankfully, many of the parachutes are tested with weights rather
than people - but at least two of the drops are live.
Of particular interest is the C.17 Coastal Class airship in
the early part of the film. This design patrolled the convoys of
the North Sea against U-boat threat and maintained a constant
airborne presence from 1916 until the end of the war. Powered
by two Sunbeam engines in tractor and pusher formation, the
canvas-sided gondola - effectively two seaplane fuselages spliced
together - was large enough for a crew of five people. Lasting just
eight months, C.17 was unfortunately destroyed by fire on 21
April 1917, with no survivors.
+++++++
Email – 10 February 2018
Airship Construction Photos

My wife cannot recall any of her relatives being
directly involved with construction work at Cardington
and we have no idea who took the photographs. Her
mother did however attend the memorial service after the
disaster. I have scanned both sides of the memorial card
... I'm sure however you already have some of these in
your archives.
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I can't provide any more information as there are
now no surviving close relatives. Please feel free to use
the photos for any purpose you wish.
Mike Smethurst, Rotherham.
Dirigible informed Mike that AHT do indeed have lots of
the Memorial Service Cards but that the photos were of
great interest. In keeping with standard practice we
forwarded copies to some of the cognoscenti and AHT
vice-chairman Alastair Lawson responded:
I’ve had a look at the photos and the ship under
construction is not R101. The thing that gives it away is
the tail fin of the ship next to it … the diameter must have
been small enough to fit two ships side by side inside the
shed. I’m thinking it’s R36 and R38 under construction,
but I could be wrong.
+++++++
Email – 10 February 2018
Confusion in the Ranks
Thought you might like this interesting observation
on the construction of airships found during my research.
Nigel Hills, North Chailey, E. Sussex
ADM Division 11: Records Of The Naval Organisations
Concerned With Air Defence And Warfare.
Administrative history: An Air Department was
established at the Admiralty in 1910 with the initial object of
building an airship, but in 1911 it extended its activities to
heavier-than-air machines. In 1912 it became responsible jointly
with the Directorate of Military Aeronautics of the War Office
for the Royal Flying Corps, which had separate naval and military
wings. On 1 July 1914 the naval wing became a separate service
as the Royal Naval Air Service, under the sole control of the Air
Department.
When war broke out a month later the RNAS became
responsible for co-operation with the Navy, for bombing naval
targets at sea and in port and, until February 1916, for the air
defence of the United Kingdom; it also played a part in air
operations in France and Flanders and in other theatres of war.
The RNAS was responsible for the design and supply of
its own aircraft and equipment and, in time, competition with the
Royal Flying Corps produced problems. The joint War Air
Committee set up in February 1916 and its successor, the first Air
Board, were intended to co-ordinate the activities of the two
services in the field of aircraft supply, but they had no executive
powers and were of limited effectiveness.
However, the second Air Board set up in January 1917
was appointed to have responsibility for aircraft design,
inspection and allocation for both services, while at the same
time, the Ministry of Munitions became responsible for supply
and inspection of aeroplanes, seaplanes, engines and accessories.
On 3 January 1918 control of the RNAS, with the
exception of its airships and balloons, which had become the
responsibility of the Director of Naval Construction in 1916 and
which the Admiralty retained until 1919, passed to the Air
Ministry and on 1 April 1918 it was merged with the RFC as the
Royal Air Force. The Admiralty retained control of the aircraft
carriers and of operations at sea, and naval officers and ratings
were seconded to the RAF for training and service; but the
administration of the Fleet Air Arm and all its activities ashore
remained under the control of the Air Ministry, despite
continuous Admiralty opposition, until July 1937, when
agreement was reached for the return of the Fleet Air Arm to the
Admiralty. The transfer was not completed until 1939.
Dirigible replied that this confusion had been noted
previously and quoted a passage from page 85 of J.E.
Morpurgo’s Biography of Barnes Wallis (pub. London :
Longman) (1972):
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“… if airships were to have any future at all that future
would be bedevilled by the rivalry between the Admiralty and the
Air Ministry. Within months of the end of the [First World] War
… it was agreed that the Admiralty was still to be responsible for
the design and for the employment and housing of airship
personnel but the size of the airship establishment was to be
fixed by the Air Council after receiving recommendations from
the Admiralty. The training, discipline and welfare of airshipmen
was to be in the hands of the Royal Air Force. Although it was
accepted that those who flew and maintained airships were Royal
Naval personnel, once they were qualified for promotion …they
were then to be transferred to the Royal Air Force and thus
inevitably to aeroplanes. The origins of this confused and
ludicrous situation ante-dated the Armistice. For example, it had
been decided that ‘no Court of Inquiry could be convened until
its findings were known because whose responsibility it was to
convene one was determined by the findings.’ …”
+++++++
Email – 18 February 2018
Video: The Ghost of Captain Hinchliffe
Here’s a short promo video for your readers in
case anyone is interested in Captain Hinchliffe.
David Dennington
(www.daviddennington.com)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=A22tLs31zV0&feature=
youtu.be
+++++++
Email – 21 February 2018
Height Climber Question
[Via AHT webmaster Alastair Lawson]
AHT have been asked this: Would you happen to know
the origin of the term “height climber” for the late-war
Zeppelins? Was it a translation of a German term, or
perhaps an English coinage like “pocket battleship”?
Dirigible circulated the enquiry and Ian Castle answered:
It was purely a British term. British authorities had
dubbed the ‘r-class’ (the L30s) as the ‘Super-Zeppelins’
because of their improved performance. When the later
classes came along with their ability to attain greater
heights, the authorities dubbed them ‘height-climbers’.
+++++++
Email – 01 March 2018
Karachi Airship Hangar Online
I came upon these pictures taken when Karachi
was in India. The mast shot is new to me.
Peter Davison, Theydon Bois, Essex
www.rafcommands.com/galleries/India-1930s
/Misc/Airship-Mooring-Tower-Karachi
+++++++
Email – 03 March 2018
Grandmother Worked at Cardington
[Via AHT treasurer Chris Angell]
I met with Andrew Upton of Collett Hulance our
accountants and it transpired he has an interest in
Cardington. His grandmother (Alice Mabel Bavington)
was employed there as a machinist and "worked on the
R101".
Andrew said the family had a photo which he has
forwarded – see opposite. This is out of my area of
expertise and it may just be a "stock" image but you will
doubtless know. Andrew also thought his mother might
know more about her mother's time at Cardington.

Can anyone identify this workshop?
+++++++
Email – 09 March 2018
Hindenburg Fabric and Alan Gross Archive
Re the Uni of Akron; I discussed with Alan Gross,
maybe ten years ago, where his collection (which is big
and quite $ valuable) should go. He never wanted to sell
it or see it split up and I suggested Akron or Smithsonian.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

includes about 100 boxes of rare materials related to the "history
and development of the Goodyear blimps, but also other airships
significant in the history of lighter-than-air flight."
The collection includes everything from flight manuals to
blimp pilot uniforms to inflatable toys. The release stated that the
components "of most significance" in the collection are the film
and video footage of different blimps and the work of the
Airship International and Airship Enterprises Ltd. …
A portion of the collection already has arrived, with more
expected this month.
+++++++
Email – 05 March 2018
Maximum Altitude Altimeter
Whilst at Farnborough I came across this advert
for an altimeter - but it only reads max altitude!
John Baker, British Balloon Museum & Library

www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article5369197/Swatch-fabric-Hindenburg-sells-36K.html
A swatch of canvas recovered from the wreckage of the
Hindenburg has sold for more than $36,000 at auction.
Boston-based RR Auction says the piece of red cotton
canvas was picked up at the disaster site by a teenager whose
father was working the dock when the German airship exploded
on May 6, 1937 in New Jersey. The auction house says a known
collector of Americana, who does not want to be identified, paid
$36,282 for the 6.25 by 5-inch (12.7 by 15.9 centimeter) piece of
fabric during Wednesday nights auction. The pre-auction
estimate was up to $5,000. Auction officials say the piece is
unique because it is not gray, like most of the canvas from the
airship, and must have come from the giant Nazi flags that were
emblazoned on the tailfins.
http://uakron.edu/im/news/significant-airshipcollection-lands-on-campusUniversity of Akron
receives large airship materials collection
Akron soon will be home to a large collection
documenting an industry the city has played a critical part in
developing: airships, like the famous Goodyear blimps.

Photo by University of Akron's Archival Services. A selection of
items from the Alan "Airship Al" Gross Collection is seen here.

The University of Akron Archival Services is receiving a
"significant collection of historic airship materials" from donor
Alan Gross, according to a news release. The release refers to
Gross as an "airship aficionado" and notes that the collection

+++++++
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Letter - 15 March 2018
The Bombing of Cleethorpes
A friend of mine, Ian Miller, acquired a postcard
recently sent from Fleetwood to an address in
Cleethorpes referring to a ‘raid’. I enclose Ian’s transcript
of the original.

I have attached a picture of the overlay so you can
see the comparison. The main airship shed is to the
south, near the main rail line and roads to Karachi. The
mast itself and octagonal passenger terminal are still
existing just at the western end of the main Karachi
International runway. I used the octagonal building to
accurately centre the 1927 photo over the 2018 satellite
view.
I became interested in these facilities after reading
Neville Shute’s book (I am Australian) however there was
very little to see in Howden nowadays. Karachi is a
different story.
Peter Le Lievre Sausalito, California.

OCTAGONAL
TOWER BASE
BUILDING

This must refer to a Zeppelin raid as the stamp
dates it to the First World War.
There was only one raid on Cleethorpes which
was March 31/April 1, 1916 when the L22 under Martin
Dietrich dropped six high explosive bombs destroying the
Baptist Chapel on Alexandra Road killing 29 soldiers of
rd
the 3 Manchesters - 53 were injured.

The woman sending the card states she is one of
the VAD nurses depicted and I have located the spot it
was taken at by tracing the tailors shop, WH Sutcliffe, in
the background. The address is 26 Lord Street which is
now a branch of Santander Bank. The address the card
was sent to in St Peters Avenue is close to the Chapel.
David Parkin, Heysham, Lancs.
+++++++
Email – 13 March 2018
Karachi Airship Base Building Survives
I added the Karachi airship mast and hangar photo
to Google Earth as an overlay. From this it can be seen
that the octagonal [mast base] building is still there today.
It can also be seen that the hangar which was
demolished in 1961, was located south where a
commercial building now stands.
However your website lists the hangar site as
"wide-bodied aircraft hangar is sited close to the grounds
once occupied by the Karachi Airship Shed." From the
overlay it looks as though the actual hangar site is further
south and now disparate from the modern airport
taxiways.
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Email – 17 March 2018
Skyship 500 Gondola 1
I came across your website whilst trawling the net
for info on airship 500 G-BIHN. My son Jack recently
purchased the gondola and we intend to restore it over
the next few months.
It was by sheer chance that Jack came across the
gondola. It had been offered for sale in a local auction in
December but had no bids. I had bought a couple of lots
in the auction and was meeting the seller to discuss
transport. On the way back to the car park, Jack spotted
the gondola and wanted a closer look. He thought it
would make a great summer house/X box room so a deal
was struck and he became the new owner. I must admit i
wasn't nearly as keen as Jack but it seems he chose
well.
The gondola is in quite poor condition but is quite
restorable. The worst of the damage is to the roof which
has not done well after being left to the elements for so
long. It is now under cover in my shed (it’s a big shed)
where the roof will be stabilized and dried out. We hope
to have it water-tight for the summer, which should be
fairly easy, although the curved cockpit windows have
got me stumped. Maybe one of your friends could help
us out on where we could find replacements?

Jack is 15 and studying for his GCSEs so there
won't be a huge amount happening until after his exams
but I reckon we can spare a couple of hours each week
to resurrect the old girl.
Richard Wedlock

Auction catalogue photo of Skyship 500-02 (G-BIHN) gondola

Dirigible sent Richard’s request to a few known Skyship
aficionados and John Bewley responded:
My records show this particular 500 first flew in
September 1981 and was severely damaged in a storm
at Cardington in March 1987. Airship Industries used the
damaged gondola as a test bed for various modifications
up until 1990 after which it was donated to the AHT to be
used as a museum exhibit.
Dirigible understands the Wedlocks have subsequently
resold the gondola since making contact.
+++++++
Email – 21 March 2018
Skyship 500 Gondola 2
Attached picture is of AD Skyship 500 G-BECE
Gondola taken on 17 June 2016 at South Yorkshire
Aircraft Museum ‘Aeroventure’
John Baker,
British Balloon Museum & Library

Ex Cardington, Old Warden, Kirbymoorside. Damaged 9.3.1979, deregistered 30.5.1984, arrived Jan 2008.

+++++++
Email – 27 March 2018
Blimp in the Fog
The US Naval Airship Association (NAA) received
an inquiry that reads, "We are trying to find factual
information about a story we heard. It involved a blimp
getting lost in the fog in Greentown, OH. The fire-trucks
came out with their lights and sirens and guided it to a
safe docking. We think this might have been late 1940s
after the war. Heard this story from a man who was
involved. Any ideas? We are part of the GVFD and are
tracking history."
If anyone has any knowledge of this, please let us
know. This appears to be an interesting story and it
would be great if we could help. Thank you.
Fred Morin
US Naval Airship Association,
admin@naval-airships.org
+++++++
Email – 1 April 2018
Duralumin Question
According to Kent O'Grady, and I have no reason
to question his source, Vickers was making girders for
Beardmore for R.36. I knew that Vickers obtained the
rights to Duralumin from the Germans who discovered it
but I believed that this was a post-war agreement. Now it
seems that I may be in error and this may be a pre-war
agreement.
It is my recollection that electrically separating
aluminium from Bauxite ore was a process developed in
the United States and a monopoly by patent of the
Aluminum Company of America (nee ALCOA) until the
Second World War. Do you know anything about Vickers
source chain for duralumin? Was another company
supplying them with metal which they fabricated into
girders? Or was Vickers buying stock from its own
subsidiary utilizing the ALCOA patented process,
German duralumin formula, and then fabricating girders?
I know that Vickers complained that, regarding
airship assembly, one group of employees were involved
in frame fabrication while others did fabric work and
finishing after the framework was complete. With only
one assembly shed, one group was busy while others
waited, then the first group stood around while the
'others' finished the craft and flew it off allowing the cycle
of work and wait to start again.
It is not a vital enough question to undertake a
search, however, if you find an answer, I would
appreciate being informed.
C.P. Hall II,
Brookfield, IL. USA
+++++++
Email – 15 April 2018
Interesting Statistics
I have been doing a little digging around re WW1
and came across the following which might be worth a
mention in Dirigible.
When Britain entered the First World War on
August 4 in 1914 the Royal Flying Corps had just 84
aircraft while the Royal Naval Air Service had 71, plus
seven airships.
By the end of the war it had 300,000 personnel
and 22,000 aircraft, but I have yet to find if it had a
airship.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
+++++++
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AHT NEWS

•

TORRES QUEVEDO AT THE
NEWCOMEN SOCIETY
In February AHT member Francisco Gonzalez
Redondo gave a lecture to the London branch of the
Newcomen Society on the way in which the groundbreaking ideas of Spanish engineer Leonardo Torres
Quevedo inspired the designs of the Royal Naval Air
Service blimps of the First World War.

•

Wendy Pritchard is publishing an account of her
grandfather’s life, he being R34 parachutist Major
Jack Pritchard.
Diss Museum has already gained over £12,000 in
funding and is constantly adding to it.

Past issues of the R34 Newsletter and further
information concerning future plans to commemorate the
R34 flight centenary can be obtained by contacting the
Diss Museum curator, Basil Abbott by phone +44 (0)1379
650618 or the website: www.dissmuseum.co.uk

+++++++

THE DOCK MUSEUM AT BARROW
AND THE BARNES WALLIS
FOUNDATION

ONE MAN, MANY IDEAS
+++++++

MUSEUM NEWS
DISS MUSEUM

R34 CENTENARY
PREPARATIONS
The Autumn 2017 R34 Newsletter (No.16)
which is sent out at regular intervals by Diss Museum
curator, Basil Abbott, contained a list of the ‘Work in
Progress’ the Museum is co-ordinating to commemorate
the up-coming centenary of R34’s momentous transAtlantic flight in 1919.
The list of events included:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Peter Creswell is working on a musical concert score
entitled All Aboard the R34.
A script for a multi-media show about the voyage is
under way. Costumes are being made.
Louis Abbott, of Glasgow band Admiral Fallow, is
composing theme music.
th
An Open Day at the 100 Bomb Group Museum,
Thorpe Abbotts, near the old Pulham airship station,
is being planned, with many special treats, including
a replica R34.
Textile groups are planning quilts and wall hangings
to commemorate the R34.
A T-shirt is being designed by Scots artist Jack
Abbott.
Wentworth Wooden Puzzles are considering a reissue of their R34 jigsaw.
East Anglian Meccano buffs are going to construct
an R34 model.
Diss Museum’s PowerPoint presentation has been
seen by numerous groups and has been given to all
the participating museums.
The R34 Logbook has been selling for years and has
been adapted as a radio script.
Cherry Macdonald-Taylor is bringing out a book
featuring Wopsie the R34 airship mascot cat.
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Further to the brief report in Dirigible 83,
concerning the Barnes Wallis Exhibition at the Dock
Museum in Barrow-in-Furness last year, Peter Rix,
chairman of the Barnes Wallis Foundation (BWF) sent
the following fuller report:
Background - The project was originally conceived
as being a suitable way of marking BNW’s contribution to
World War 1 during the centenary anniversary of the war,
but at the request of The Dock Museum, it was extended
to cover all BNW’s work. Also at the suggestion of The
Dock Museum, but with BWF trustees’ agreement, it
became a joint project and was extended to be more
than just an exhibition. The project received significant
funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund.
The Project - The project paid transport costs for
schools to send students for ‘hands on’ practical
experience organised by STEM Cumbria related to
BNW’s work on flight. Fourteen schools took up this offer
bringing more than 300 students to the museum, and
others have subsequently made their own arrangements.
STEM Cumbria were also involved in designing and
delivering activities for a family fun week-end. For the
exhibition some seventeen A1 boards were produced
with a supplementary board in A2 size. The Exhibition
was called “One Man, Many Ideas”. It was laid out
thematically using the following display boards:
Introduction; One Man – Many Ideas (The Life and
Work of Sir Barnes Wallis); Flight - Airships at Barrow;
R100; Geodetic aircraft; Swallow and Wild Goose; World
War II; The Bouncing Bomb (Upkeep); Other Weapons
(Highball, Tallboy, Grand Slam); Diary Extracts (4);
Engineering Diversity; Stratosphere Chamber; Parkes
Radio telescope; Green Lizard, Heyday, High Pressure
Hull Submarines; BNW – The Man; Engineering Genius
(quotes from other people); 30 St Mary Axe – The
Gherkin (Lord Norman Foster - quotation); Teacher,
Plumber and Philanthropist; Barnes Wallis – My
Grandfather.
The exhibition also included various artefacts,
mainly from the BWF collection but also from family
members and other individuals. Particular mention
should be made of the 5ft length of R100 tubing loaned
by Sir Barnes Wallis’ daughter, Mary Stopes-Roe ; the
mounted wood carving by BNW of Molly’s head loaned
by Amy Wallis, and the priest’s cope presented to

Christ’s Hospital by BNW and now loaned by 617
Squadron Association from Christ’s Hospital. Humphrey
Wallis’ reminiscences about his grandparents formed the
basis of one of the display boards. Our thanks to all.
The exhibition was enhanced by including a flight
simulator of the R80 airship and Wellington aircraft which
included a purpose designed airship flight over Barrow.
Using Microsoft Flight Simulator FSX software with a
Wellington add-on package (with JustFlight’s permission
to use in the exhibition) and a skeleton cockpit, a working
model was produced in time for the opening of the
exhibition. The resulting simulator proved very popular
with the visitors to the exhibition.
The exhibition also included a Lloyd Loom
armchair like the type used on the R100 and visitors
were invited to sit in it against a background of the R100
promenade deck. There were two iPads loaded with
more photographs for visitors to peruse. A 1:400 scale
model of the R80 was commissioned and produced using
a 3-D printer. A section of geodetic fuselage from a
Warwick was wall mounted.
About 40 guests were invited to the opening of the
exhibition by the Mayor of Barrow-in-Furness, who
recommended that younger people who had left school
without qualifications should take note of Sir Barnes’
achievement after he left school early and failed his
matriculation. The Wallis family was well represented at
the opening ceremony.
A film night was organised in conjunction with the
Barrow & District Association of Engineers (BDAE) who
booked the venue and organised publicity. About 140
people attended and BDAE were very pleased as there
were new faces and younger people present. The
highlight was a film made in the 1970s for the
Educational Foundation for Visual Arts.
The project received great publicity locally and as
a result the name of Sir Barnes Wallis and of the Barnes
Wallis Foundation are much better known in the North
West of England. There was a two-page spread in the
local paper for the opening of the exhibition, and a further
two-page spread for the film night.
The project was well featured on The Dock
Museum’s web site [www.dockmuseum.org.uk] and on
their social media pages as well as on our BWF web site
[www.barneswallisfoundation.co.uk]. It was also
advertised on local radio. Visitor comments have been
very favourable, especially from the school parties. More
than 10,000 people visited the museum while the
exhibition was open.
Many people, and in particular younger students,
in the North West of England are now aware of the
genius of BNW, and school parties have benefited from
the STEM sessions provided through the HLF grant.
Our grateful thanks to Iain Murray for doing so
much in such little time in developing the flight simulator
package. Our thanks also go to Gary Saunt for his digital
artwork used for the exhibition posters and preview
invitations; to Heritage Lottery Fund for finance and to
The Dock Museum staff and volunteers for all their hard
work.
The Foundation now has the assets for a touring
exhibition that can be tailored to the requirements of the
host museum or organisation. Two museums have
already expressed an interest in using part of the
exhibition.

+++++++

LIBRARY NEWS

THE LIBRARY OF LIGHTER
THAN AIR FLIGHT
Ever since the Airship Heritage Trust (AHT) and
the British Balloon Museum and Library (BBM&L) were
forced by changing circumstances in 2013 to donate their
respective collections of books to the Library at Cranfield
University (where they had been held for several years)
there has not been a library that is specifically dedicated
to lighter-than-air flight.
There are a few collections of general aviation
related material that include an unknown quantity of
airship related historical information and chief among
these are:
• The Public Record Office, Kew
• The RAF Museum, Hendon
• The Imperial War Museum, London
The reason the quantity of material contained in
these archives is ‘unknown’ is simply because most of
their holdings are not, or only poorly, catalogued. But the
situation today is considerably worse than it was in 2001
when I embarked on the research for my PhD. Then, as I
recorded in the published thesis in 2007, in addition to
the archives listed above there were also sources of
historical airship information accessible in the UK at:
• The Patent Office Library, London
• The Royal Aeronautical Society Library, London
• The Airship Heritage Trust Library, Old Warden
• The British Balloon Museum Library, Cranfield
Today, the Patent Office Library has been
swallowed up by the British Library, the Royal
Aeronautical Society Library has decamped to
Farnborough and, as stated above, the AHT and BBM&L
Libraries have been gifted to Cranfield University.
Although none of them have actually, physically
disappeared access to them is now considerably more
difficult than it was and often involves making pre-booked
appointments to see specific documents.
Of course, there are one or two other archives
dotted about the country where airship material is held.
However, very little of their holdings are either indexed or
catalogued or held in any readily searchable form.
Having personally witnessed the demise of
CargoLifter in 2002 and watched the company waste 300
million Euros of investment essentially by “re-inventing
wheels” in blissful ignorance of work carried out in the
1930s, it is clear to me that what is required is a
dedicated Library of Lighter-Than-Air Flight where all
aspects of buoyant flight can be studied in one location.
Such an establishment would also solve another
problem – what to do with the several collections known
to me of uniquely important historical airship literature
that the owners worry will be at risk of destruction when,
in the fullness of time, they fall off their perches.
Consequently, I intend to start a Library
Foundation Fund and would like to hear from anyone
who thinks this is a good idea or who can help raise
funds by such modern methods as online crowd-funding
of which an old dinosaur like me has no experience.

Giles Camplin
+++++++
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COLLECTOR’S CORNER

AIRSHIP STAMPS
In his 17th Newsletter (Spring 2018) dedicated to the R34 airship and the plans for
commemorating the centenary of its historic 1919 double trans-Atlantic crossing, Diss Museum
Curator, Basil Abbott includes the following item on commemorative stamps.
Sadly there are no plans by Royal Mail to issue any stamps to celebrate the flight on this
occasion but, as Basil shows, other countries have issued ‘Airship Stamps’ in the past to mark
other occasions and some of them are rare and valuable. Sorry, can’t reproduce the colours –ed.
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BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS

TRANSLATED

fate of the SLX, the LZ101, and the
L59. General von Lettow-Vorbeck
adds his perspective on the African
Flight and describes the battle for
Ngomano which resolved his supply
problem on the very day that the L59
had planned to arrive.

REVIEW

AIRSHIPS AT
JAMBOL:
The Lettow–Vorbeck Relief
Expedition
Original title: Afrika zu unser Fussen,
40,000 km Zeppelin Kriegsfahrten,
Lettow–Vorbeck entgegen Leipzig,
1925. By F. Goebel, engineer with
the help of Dr. Walter Förster airship
meteorologist
Translated by Alastair Reid
Published – 14 February 2017
Paperback: 200 pages
Publisher: Lulu Publishing
(www.lulu.com/shop/f-goebel/airshipsat-jambol/paperback/product23068100.html)

Product ID: 23068100
Price: £10.60 (excl. VAT)
Prints in 3-5 business days

PRESS RELEASE
From an airship historian’s
view the full text of this 1925 book is
at first glance slightly disappointing.
Goebel appears to have been one of
the ground-based maintenance team
and Förster’s contributions often read
like a travelogue written by someone
very proud of their extensive
Classical education. Nonetheless,
accepting this perspective, the text
still provides us with a rare record of
the remarkable African flight of the
L59 in November 1917.
Goebel’s text also contains a
description of the airship station at
Jambol, Bulgaria; gives a detailed
account of German aviation weather
facilities in WW1; explains wireless
navigation methods; and provides a
description of the Schütte-Lanz
airship SLX. Brief accounts are given
of the operational flights and ultimate

The title implies that this is a
straight forward history of the 1917
attempt to re-supply the colony of
German East Africa by Zeppelin. It is
also a detailed description of the
German airship station in Jambol,
Bulgaria, the airship base furthest
south and east as well as most
isolated of all of the wartime stations.
There is a description of two German
Army airships stationed there, the
SLX and LZ101. There is a brief
description of the history and fate of
the first ‘Afrika Zeppelin,’ Naval
airship L57. Finally there are three
versions of the Afrika flight and a
brief synopsis of the L59 post Afrika
flight history.
Version one: An abridged
translation of Herr Goebel’s text. The
translator felt that ‘someone’, likely
Dr. Förster, was showing off his
education
by
citing
unrelated
historical events about many of the
landmarks that L59 passed over which the translator deleted.
Version two: The unabridged
translation of Herr Goebel’s text with
the previously abridged sections now
offered in bold face. As one who
remembers “veni, vidi, vici,” has seen
I, Claudius and can offer rough dates
of the fall of the western and eastern
Empires; at page 158, I found the
historical embellishments interesting.
By page 164 “… the island of Kos
was under the control of the Knights
of St. John between 1308 and 1522.”
… “Kos had been under Italian rule
since 1912 …” and I had come to
sympathize with Alastair Reid’s
decision about abridgements!
Version
three:
Ernst
Lehmann’s version of the Afrika flight
from Reid’s recent translation titled
Pilot of the Hindenburg.
Goebel was an ‘engineer,’
Förster
was
an
‘airship
meteorologist’. They offer passable
statistical details of L59 and of the
loading for the Afrika flight. Questions
are left unanswered? Builder’s
number: LZ102, Naval designation:
L57, 743ft. long, was built in
Friedrichshafen
for
the
Afrika
attempt. It was wrecked at Jambol on

8 Ocotober 1917. It was decided to
complete 644ft. long LZ104, [aka]
L59 under construction at Staaken
(Berlin) as a 743ft. ‘Afrika ship’. The
L59 was already framed so (photo
caption) “The hull of L59 is cut in half
and lengthened at Staaken, Berlin”.
When [the British] R101 was
‘stretched’ gasbags were inflated and
the two floating halves could be
separated in the shed. The photo of
L59 shows the frame erected but
fabric work (neither gasbags, nor
cover) not installed. L59 was split in
half and enough space created to
install two new 78ft main transverse
frames and four intermediate rings;
too bad that there is no explanation
of this process.
Again, after L59 returns from
Afrika, “… the ship was flown back
(sic) to the factory at Friedrichshafen
for a thorough overhaul and
reconfiguration for front line service”.
Details of “reconfiguration” would
have been interesting but are not
forthcoming.
Photographs and Maps: An
Alastair
Reid
translation
often
includes additional maps and photos
not found in the original and without
differentiation. In this case, there is
an old map of western Turkey and a
chart of the Afrika flight. There are
included photos of all four ships,
several Ottoman Empire and African
landmarks, and two aerial photos of
the Royal Navy’s nemesis in the
Mediterranean, S.M.S. Goeben, and
S.M.S. Breslau at Stenia.
Regrettably, the photo quality
is of the Lulu standard which is a
factor regarding the map and chart as
well.
Alastair Reid always offers a
readable translation. The text offered
by Herr Goebel and Herr Dr. Förster
is more interesting and detailed than
one might expect from an ‘engineer’
and an ‘airship meteorologist’. The
original text dates from 1925, long
enough after the war that secrecy
was no longer an issue and
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin was willing to
provide data to those writing positive
airship stories. The Afrika flight was a
high adventure, long shot at best; the
flavor of which is successfully
captured by Goebel and Förster.
Airships at Jambol is soft cover, 200
pages, with numerous B & W photos
for about $13.00 (US) plus S & H
from Lulu. I believe that every reader
will find something of interest.

C.P. Hall
+++++++
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Produced by the David H. Koch Fund
for Science for NOVA
Available as a DVD from NOVA at:

FICTION

www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/military/z
eppelin-terror-attack.html

AIRSHIP STORIES
By David B Riley (Author), Laura
Givens (Cover Design)
Paperback: 200 pages
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent
Publishing Platform (19 July 2015)
ISBN-10: 1515099121
ISBN-13: 978-1515099123
Price: £5.76

PRESS RELEASE
Take to the skies for adventure
with a novella about the airship
‘Wanderer’ of the United States
Naval Air Corps. Join her crew as
they learn how to deal with the new
concept of an airship and undertake
a dangerous mission at the same
time. Also included are three other
stories and a nonfiction essay about
the Great 1897 Airship.

+++++++

DIRIGIBLE’S EDITOR
WOULD BE
PLEASED
TO RECEIVE
NEWS OR REVIEWS
OF NEW OR OLD
LTA BOOKS THAT
AMUSE OR ANNOY
READERS
- WE CAN ONLY PRINT
WHAT WE ARE SENT
+++++++
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THE LAST AIRSHIP –
VOLUME 1: Sam
Reilly Book 1
By Christopher Cartwright
Paperback: 322 pages
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent
Publishing Platform
Published: 16 September 2015
ISBN-10: 1517360919
ISBN-13: 978-1517360917
Price: £8.05

PRESS RELEASE
In 1939 a secret airship
departed Nazi Germany in the dark of
night filled with some of the most
influential people of its time. Its
cargo: a complement of rich Jewish
families carrying their most valuable
possessions. One such item amongst
them was as dangerous as it was
priceless. The airship never reached
its destination. In 2015 Sam Reilly, a
marine biologist and wealthy son of
shipping
mogul
James
Reilly
discovers a missing clue about the
lost airship and what follows is a
violent treasure hunt, kept secret by
the most powerful men in the world
today, driven by their greed and need
for that which all are motivated: the
opportunity for unlimited power.

+++++++

DVD
ZEPPELIN TERROR
ATTACK
Originally broadcast in the USA on
the PBS TV Channel on 15 January
2014.

REVIEW
The major problem with this
program is that it is mis-titled. The
title should read, The Evolution of the
British Response (1914 – 1916) to
Zeppelin Terror Attack. My title may
seem a bit unwieldy; however, once
you grasp what the principals are
trying to do, you realize that they do it
rather well.
The Zeppelin threat is homogenized as German Naval Zeppelins,
led
by
Frigattenkapitan
Peter
Strasser, are out to break the
stalemate of trench warfare by
bombing Britain into surrender.
The
potential
threat
is
described in some detail. The primary
scholar reviewing this history is Dr.
Hugh Hunt of Cambridge University.
There is a brief description of the
history of Zeppelins and the structure
and size of these craft. The bombs
are discussed with emphasis on
incendiaries. The only remaining
example of a Zeppelin-dropped
incendiary is brought out and
examined by x-ray. A duplicate is
manufactured and detonated in a
mock up bedroom demonstrating the
potential effectiveness of this weapon
against cities.
The problems of locating and
attacking a Zeppelin raider during a
night raid are discussed and the
evolution of solutions is itemized. It is

observed that a Zeppelin is a huge
target filled with flammable hydrogen
which, none-the-less, proves difficult
to bring down. Two demonstrations
on an outdoor range are enlightening.
Compressed hydrogen is blown
through
soapy
water
creating
hydrogen-filled foam bubbles. A
young man is invited to take a
handful of bubbles which are ignited
with a cigarette lighter. The hydrogen
flares demonstrating flammability.
Next an electric heating element is
placed in a polyethylene bag. The
bag is inflated with pure hydrogen.
The power is turned on, the
temperature of the heating element
exceeds 1000° F but the hydrogen
does not ignite. Two bullets are fired
into the bag. The holes allow oxygen
to enter and the hydrogen / oxygen
blend is ignited by the heating
element. The first demonstration
shows that hydrogen is flammable
and that there is no place for tomfoolery on a test range. Fortunately,
nothing was lost but knuckle hair.
The
second
demonstration
is
superior to any demonstration in any
other program (about the Hindenburg
disaster) I have reviewed recently for
Noon Balloon. After someone sees
this; they grasp the nuance!
After the Zeppelin raids on
London become a somewhat regular
occurrence, there is a demand for
more effective defensive measures.
Search lights are installed. Modern
anti-aircraft guns are brought back
from the front in France. Landing
fields are established and fighter
squadrons installed. Night flying
proves very dangerous and standard
machine-gun
ammunition
is
ineffective. The phosphorous-filled
Buckingham
bullet
is
initially
ineffective; however, when intermixed
with explosive bullets which allow
oxygen to contaminate the hydrogen,
the result is devastating.
Loading
a
mixture
of
ammunition into the ammunition
drum of a Lewis machine-gun is
demonstrated by actors. A replica of
a BE-2C airplane is wheeled out and
a flight is made to demonstrate the
potentials of the aircraft. On
September 3, 1916, at 11 PM, Royal
nd
Flying Corps pilot 2 Lieut. William
Leefe Robinson takes off looking for
Zeppelins
over
London.
He
approaches one caught in the glare
of searchlights. He opens fire and his
target catches on fire, plunging to
earth in flames, while Londoners
cheer. The Zeppelin is defeated and

it is noted that Peter Strasser dies in
a final Zeppelin raid, shot down
before he could reach the British
coast, in August 1918.
This is the good news. It is a
story well told and illustrated with
informative
examples
and
demonstrations. So far, so good.
The bad news is that, in order
to tell this story in the time allotted,
‘the Zeppelin story’ during the war is
dumbed down. In the beginning there
is the customary genuflection to ‘a
man called Count Zeppelin’ and his
pre-war tribulations. The war begins;
only German Naval Zeppelins under
Peter Strasser are mentioned.
Strasser is portrayed as a truebeliever who speaks of inflicting
horrors on the civilian population, as
all are now combatants, which will
bring a German victory. There are
computer-generated illustrations of
Zeppelins in flight. They are of good
quality but limited to the L10 class of
1915 Zeppelins. (Reflecting the
program, I shall use naval, rather
than builder’s, designations.) Even
when describing an L30 class (1916)
example, “650 feet long with 19 gas
cells” the illustration is of an L10 type.
LZ-38 is mentioned as the first
Zeppelin to arrive over London; but
not that it was a German Army
Zeppelin. Leefe Robinson brings
down one in flames over London; but
it was a German Army Schutte-Lanz
airship, the SL-11, that he brought
down.
The
well-known
Howard
Hughes footage from Hell’s Angels is
used sparingly and correctly noted as
such. It is used to emphasize the
sub-cloud car which Ernst Lehmann
developed and used with little
success in German Army airships.
Hughes was historically incorrect to
put a sub-cloud car into L32. Finally,
Peter Strasser is seen leading the
last raid. The actor’s face is visible
through the window of a darkened
control car. The view changes to one
from afar and we are back to the
computer generated footage of an
L10 for one final time.
The story of British antiZeppelin weapons and tactics
development is interesting and welltold despite the title of the program.
The development of the Zeppelin as
a fighting machine during the First
World War, which stimulated the
British efforts, is even more
interesting and remains to be told.

C. P. Hall
+++++++

PODCAST
AIRSHIPS AND THE
FUTURE THAT
NEVER WAS
Episode 300 on the 99% invisible
podcast:
https://99percentinvisible.org/epis
ode/airships-future-never/

PODCAST TEXT EXCERPT
They are hulking, but graceful
human-made whales that float in the
air. For over a century, lighter-thanair vehicles have captured the public
imagination, playing a recurring role
in our visions of alternate realities
and futures that might have been. In
these visions, cargo and passengers
traverse the globe in smoothly gliding
aircraft, then dock elegantly at the
mooring towers on top of Art Deco
skyscrapers. …
Recent companies have raised
money to create airships that provide
internet service. In the 1980s, a
professor
pitched
blimps
with
dangling wires to zap ozone-eating
chemicals over the South Pole. Back
in the 70s, airships were supposed to
help usher developing nations into
the modern age, skipping over roads
and railroad infrastructure. Before
that, in the 50s and 60s, the idea of
nuclear-powered airships was floated
as a solution to energy and shipping
needs. And in the 20s and 30s, they
were set to fulfill the imperial
ambitions of nations like Germany,
Great Britain and the United States,
facilitating global transportation. Of all
those failed attempts to realize the
full potential of airships, the rigid
airships of that earliest era came the
closest to changing the world. …
The most promising (and most
opulent) rigid airship of the 1920s era
was Britain’s R101 (the R stands for
rigid) and its rise and dramatic fall is
the primary subject of engineering
expert Bill Hammack’s new book
about Britain’s last great airship,
called: ‘Fatal Flight’.
When it comes to the dream of
airships dominating the skies, the
catastrophic
and
very
public
Hindenburg disaster may have been
the final nail in the coffin, but it was
the crash of R101 that built the coffin.

REVIEW
Although
Bill
Hammack
articulates himself well … there were
important things missed and some
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errors. … In no particular order, here are my concerns:
It is implied that the British chose to use hydrogen
purely for economic reasons. Nothing is mentioned of the
fact that securing helium from the United States was
impossible because the Americans had barely enough of
it for their own purposes and would have refused any
request to export it. Canadian supplies of helium were
tiny compared to those of the US at the time.
We are informed blimps have a ‘cockpit’. Some
refer to the gondola, others prefer to call it the ‘car’ or
control car ... but cockpit - can't concur with that.
We are not offered any explanation as to why the
R101 forward outer cover would have split open and are
only told that it "was the weakest part of the ship." There
is no discussion of the problems experienced with her
outer cover and its replacement during overhaul except
for the bow section which had been doped in place so
was considered fit for service. Other important factors
that may have contributed to her loss are not mentioned
(overly sensitive gas valves/ship rolling - hydrogen loss,
altitude, and others factors).
The Imperial Airship Programme was not
immediately cancelled after the R101 disaster. In fact,
Spanner's post-accident book on R101 and the futility of
rigid airships (he had written two others previously) was
written and published precisely because of his reaction to
the government stating it was going to continue with
rigids. As Captain Meager explains in My Airship Flights,
the decision to continue had been made, but the entire
airship programme was terminated later in 1931 as an
economy measure.
The claim that a rigid airship can fly faster than a
blimp because the nose of the latter would have caved in
at higher speeds is a grey area. This may have been the
case in the 20s; but current speed records for airships
were set by US Navy non-rigids, post WWII as I recall.
Was it not a ZPG-2W that broke the speed record
previously held by the Macon? I would have to defer to an
American airship expert, but I believe that was the case.
I have great disdain for the use of the term, ‘gas
bag’ and much prefer the German derived term ‘gas cell’
and urge everyone to cease using the former, even if it is
still very widely used in Anglo-American parlance. To me
it is a term which inherently gives the sense of the nontechnical, the rudimentary, the simplistic and fragile ...
even derogatory. And if you disagree, well then, I guess
you are just a bunch of old gas bags!
As regards to the long list of more recent airship
proposals which are listed and the implied suggestion
they will come to naught; I believe some of them are still
on the table so it is perhaps a bit premature to dismiss
them (i.e. airships for bringing Broadband to rural areas).
R101 is claimed to have had 15 gas cells; in fact
she had 16 and then 17 after the insertion of the extra
bay. All cell numbers retained their original number, the
newly inserted cell being numbered ‘8A’ and the final rear
cell thus still retained the number 16, but there was a total
of 17 cells.
I am not sure how true the story is that R101
girders were salvaged and sold to the Zeppelin company
and that they went into the Hindenburg. Sounds more like
a good sensationalist tale to put the seed of disaster into
the Hindenburg, and this story has been repeated several
times so now everyone believes it. The wreckage was
salvaged by a Sheffield steel firm. The father of a late
friend of my Dad's worked in Sheffield at the plant (the
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name of the firm escapes me) and he fashioned an
ashtray and pipe holder from some of the metal, stamped
it ‘R101’ and this is in my possession now. The story that
the metal was sold to Zeppelin is not impossible, but I
would rather like to see some documentation regarding
the processing of the scrap steel and duralumin and a bill
of sale to the Zeppelin company. Does such
documentation exist? I wonder where this account first
originated?
At least the show host admits that he is
perpetuating the negative stereotype about airships and
disaster - so it was refreshing to hear him concede that
and have Mr. Hammack discuss some of the successes
of the LZ-127. That doesn't stop the host from playing the
irrelevant to R101 recording of Herb Morrison screaming
as the Hindenburg burned.
I have not yet read Mr. Hammack's book but have
referenced it on a few things and found he is off base
regarding R36, having relied on inaccurate secondary
sources instead of digging into the archives for himself.
That might be forgiven since R101, not R36, is his focus.
But my sense is there is little new ground broken in this
Kent O'Grady
book.

+++++++

DEPARTED

PETER WALMSLEY
5 January 1931 – 1st April 2018
An Honorary Life Member of AHT
th

Peter Walmsley was born on January 5 1931 in
Dunbar. His parents moved to Sheffield in 1939 and he
attended Buxton College in the Peak District, thriving on
sports and the Air Training Corps. The Cadets had flying
experience at Manchester Ringway, on one occasion in a
Horsa glider towed by a Halifax whose pilot purposely
kept them in the slipstream. All the Cadets were horribly
sick, but got revenge: as the pilot walked away afterwards
he was struck on the ear by a full sickbag which burst.
Their next flight, in a DC3 Dakota, finished with a forced
landing: the crew fled the aircraft, leaving the frightened
Cadets and Cpl. Walmsley to organise an evacuation.
Having narrowly avoided decapitation by a B-24
Liberator bomber while cycling across Barkston Heath
airfield, Peter moved to Norfolk with his parents. His
cricketing talents saw a successful trial for the County
side, but National Service intervened in 1949 and he went
to RAF Hornchurch on Aircrew Selection, assessing
young hopefuls. On discharge he joined the Norwich
Union, reaching the rank of Home Fire Manager in the
1980s. He was also Chief Observer with the Royal
Observer Corps at Norwich until the 1970s.
Peter’s cricketing reputation was such as to merit
mention in Henry Blofeld’s biography as a fast left arm
bowler with a great tally of wickets and, despite being
offered trials with five major County sides, he remained
with Norfolk. It was through cricket that Peter met his
future wife, Rosemary, and after his reception into the

Catholic church they married in September 1957 and
moved into a house at Hoveton. Here their son, Nick,
was born in April 1960 during a ROC mock nuclear
attack on Norwich being overseen by his father: it was
abandoned!
Peter’s involvement with the Airship Heritage Trust
began when Nick was editor of Dirigible from 1992-2003.
With Rosemary they made a formidable team, writing,
setting, publishing and distributing 600 copies worldwide
four times a year: a huge, time-consuming task, done
voluntarily. For their work Peter and Rosemary were
made Honorary Life Members of the AHT.

In 2003 Peter was taken seriously ill with an
aeortic aneurysm. Nick left Dirigible to nurse him, but he
never recovered from Rosemary’s sudden death in 2004,
becoming withdrawn and living mainly for gardening.
th
Cancer took hold, and he collapsed the day after his 87
birthday, dying at home on Easter Day, April 1st: the
th
100 anniversary of the RAF!
In his honesty, integrity, humour and skill with
words, Peter will be greatly missed by all who knew him.

Nick Walmsley
(Photo shows Peter at RAF Hornchurch in 1950)

---ooo000ooo---

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 2018 Annual General Meeting of the Airship Heritage Trust
is to be held in
Cardington Village Hall, Southill Road, Cardington,
Bedfordshire MK44 3SP
Date: Saturday, 9th June 2018 at 14.00
AFTER THE AHT 2018 AGM
There will be a talk by

Bryan Lawton
entitled:

THE R101 AIRSHIP DISASTER AND THE BROKEN ELEVATOR CABLE
Refreshments (tea and biscuits) will be provided and guests are welcome so bring a friend!
---ooo000ooo---

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
•

The German Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics (DGLR) and the University of Applied Sciences
Bremen announce that the DGLR Workshop XV (LTA Aircraft) “Morphology of Airship Design” (the
application of airship oriented design in the past and today) has been deferred from May 25/26 2018 and is
now planned to be held from 3/8 November 2018 at the University of Applied Sciences, Bremen. Please send
Proposals for Presentations to: DGLR Fachausschuss L 2.3 - "Luftfahrzeuge leichter als Luft": Prof. Dr.-Ing.
Uwe Apel of the Institute for Aerospace Technology Bremen (email: uwe.apel@hs-bremen.de) or Dipl.-Ing.
Jürgen Fecher of Zeppelin Luftschifftechnik GmbH Co KG (email: j.fecher@zeppelin-nt.de)

---ooo000ooo---

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
UK Membership : £25 per annum : Overseasst Membership : £35 per annum
AHT Annual Subscriptions are due on the 1 of January each year

=

Subscribe via PayPal at the AHT website (www.airshipsonline.com/members/)
or
By Standing Order made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust” : Account Number : 31563866
Sort Code: 40-24-07 : HSBC Bank plc, Unit 2, Marlowes Centre, Hemel Hempstead, HP1 1DX
or
By cheque made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust”

Sent to: The Membership Secretary
Brian Harrison, 9 Quaggy Walk, Blackheath, London SE3 9EL
Enquiries: membership@airshipsonline.com
AHT welcomes : Paul Adams; Roger Allton; Andrew Barber; Bob Cook
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